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ABSTRACT 
 
Previously, the Labour Relations Act made it compulsory for the employer to consult 
on appropriate measures to avoid, minimise and change the timing of dismissals, 
mitigate the adverse effect of the dismissals, the method for selecting the employees 
to be dismissed, and severance pay for the dismissed employees. The Labour 
Relations Act 66 of 1995 (LRA) specifies the steps that must be followed when they 
consider dismissing employees for reasons based on the operational requirements 
of their business. 
 
The necessary and appropriate steps to be followed for dismissal for operational 
reasons are contained in Section 189 of the LRA. Before an employer can start the 
retrenchment process, he/she is required by law to give a written notice inviting the 
other parties to consult and the employer must be prepared to disclose all relevant 
information. The new law that governs disclosure states that if an arbitrator or the 
Labour Court is required to decide whether or not information is relevant to the 
proposed retrenchments, the onus is on the employer to prove that any information 
that it refuses to disclose is not relevant for the purpose for which it is sought. It is 
also provided that if a consulting party makes any representation to the employer in 
writing, the employer must respond in writing. 
 
In terms of Section 189A (19) of the LRA clear guidance is given as to when will a 
fair reason be granted to dismiss for reasons based on operational requirements. 
This Section, further suggests that the Labour Court must ascertain that an 
employee was dismissed for a fair reason if:  
 
 the dismissal was for requirements based on the employer's economic, 
technological, structural or similar needs;  
 the dismissal was operationally justifiable on reasonable grounds;  
 there was a proper consideration of other options to save job loses; and  
 criteria used for selecting people for retrenchment were fair and objective.  
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This is a much stricter test for substantive fairness than was previously applied.  
The aim of this study is to determine whether the retrenchment processes and 
procedures practiced in the motor manufacturing company in the Eastern Cape are 
compliant with the legislative framework. The company policy was examined against 
the literature available and the retrenchment processes of different authors were 
investigated.  
 
For the purpose of this study, the researcher used a structured self-administered 
questionnaire to collect data from the respondents. The questionnaire was delivered 
by hand to each respondent and collected later. The questionnaire was carefully 
designed considering the main components and aspects of dismissal for operational 
requirements as revealed in the theory. 
 
The results of the empirical study revealed that the company conducts fair and 
proper retrenchment processes and procedures, consults with all the relevant 
stakeholders, follows the right consulting process when it contemplates dismissing 
employees for operational requirements, uses fair selection criteria and does not 
unfairly discriminate against employees based on arbitrary grounds. In respect of 
disclosure of information, the respondents were aware of what information is shared 
and disclosed and for what purposes. The findings indicated that the majority of the 
retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing 
company in the Eastern Cape are in line with the best practise and compliant with 
legislative framework. 
 
Based on the findings of the study, the researcher recommends that the employer 
should create awareness and educate employees on the importance of the 
dimensions related to retrenchment processes and procedures whenever the 
company embarks on dismissal for operational requirements.  
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1. CHAPTER ONE 
 
1.1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Ngele and Erasmus (2008:1) reported that prior to the democratic elections in 1994, 
South Africa had a captive market. There were regulations that were specifically 
designed to protect South African organisations. There were various tariffs and taxes 
imposed on foreign organisations doing business in South Africa. After the 
democratic elections, South Africa brought in market reforms that resulted in South 
Africa being part of a global market. This globalisation process brought about 
significant changes. South African organisations had an opportunity to increase their 
business opportunities, but at the same time were faced with competition from other 
organisations from different parts of the world.  
 
According to Prinsloo, Moropodi, Slabbert and Parker (1999) cited in the paper by 
Ngele and Erasmus (2008:1), this meant that in order to be competitive, South 
African organisations had to go through structural transformation, which led to the 
pursuit of lean management strategies to obtain world-class status. This process 
focused on eliminating non-value adding functions within the organisation and 
possibly led to job losses. According to Ngele and Erasmus, globalisation is 
regarded as one of the key factors that lead to job losses. Generally, dismissals for 
operational requirements should happen as a last resort and that an employer 
should first look for other options before embarking on dismissals as an option for a 
survival strategy plan. This universal norm is not only the accepted best-practice in 
South Africa, but also forms the basis and the foundation of the South African 
employment law provisions regulating retrenchments. Undoubtedly, the economic 
recession since 2009 created an operational need for South African companies to 
cut-back and retrench staff as part of their survival strategies. Salaries and employee 
benefits normally represent the greater part of company overheads and companies 
simply cannot continue to employ staff where productivity is affected. Under these 
distressful conditions the truth is that not all jobs can be considered untouchable and 
the operational need for restructuring and retrenchment becomes inescapable. 
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The envisaged purpose of this study was to investigate the retrenchment processes 
and procedures practised in an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company. 
Whereas it is important to realise that the issue of retrenchment has a huge 
emotional impact on employees at all levels within the organisation, managers must 
not assume that employees will continue to give their full input to the company 
following a reference of retrenchment. According to Independent Counseling and 
Advisory Services (ICAS) (2009:1), Lewis warned that „employers could be in for a 
rude awakening. If the retrenchment process is not appropriately managed, 
discontent and demotivation are likely to spread like a viruses throughout the 
organisation and the impact on the company and the employees, those losing their 
jobs as well as those remaining, is potentially devastating.‟   
 
 
1.2.  THE RETRENCHMENT POLICY OF THE SELECTED COMPANY 
 
It is mentioned in the policy that its aim is to state the company approach to 
retrenchment and to provide for a severance package for employees who are 
retrenched. This policy is applicable to all the workforce of the motor manufacturing 
company in the Eastern Cape. The company is aware of its role and obligation in 
providing employees with security of employment as far as it is consistent with 
effective management. 
 
When company management intends dismissing one or more employees for reasons 
based on the employer‟s operational requirements, the company consults (with the 
advice of a Labour Relations Specialist) those employees likely to be affected by the 
proposed dismissals through their representatives, the National Union of 
Metalworkers (NUMSA) nominated for that purpose.  
 
Before the company starts the process of staff retrenchment, management shall look 
at the alternatives to stop the services of temporary employees, such as cease 
recruitment, not replace leavers, re-train individuals, attempt to place affected 
employees elsewhere in the company, terminate employees who are over normal 
retirement age, and consider early, ill-health  or disability retirement of employees 
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who would qualify for such pensions, offer voluntary retrenchment but take into 
account the preservation of necessary and special skills. Where retrenchment is 
inescapable and the organisation is under pressure to reduce staff complement, the 
general criteria would be used in the selection of employees for retrenchment: “Last-
in-First-Out” by company service date, but taking into account the preservation of 
necessary and special skills.  
 
The Line Manager will discuss the options available with the affected employee (e.g. 
internal vacancies, retrenchment policy, benefits, and time frames for the position. 
The options for the displaced employee(s) are: when available, the same or similar 
position at the same band, or a similar position at a lower band without change in 
benefits, or to apply for an alternative position in the organisation within 3 months, or 
to elect to proceed on voluntary retrenchment and make a selection within 5 days, or 
to opt for early retirement if 55 years or more plus voluntary package, or to opt for ill-
health if medically supported plus voluntary package, or will be retrenched in terms 
of policy. A letter shall be given to employee(s) with the retrenchment detailed 
benefits. (Industrial Relations Policies and Procedures of the selected company) 
 
The most critical elements for procedural fairness in this entire process are 
communication and consultation. In terms of communication, the company must 
provide sufficient information to enable employees to „engage effectively‟ in 
consultation. 
 
Consultation in this context consists of allowing employees to make representations 
about any aspect of the process, the guidelines and the criteria especially in order to 
avoid, limit or delay possible dismissals, determine fair selection criteria if dismissals 
must eventually take place, determine the severance pay for any dismissed 
employees, considering and responding to each representation made, and giving 
reasons if any representation is not accepted and adopted. 
 
In terms of Industrial Relations Policies and Procedures of the company, consultation 
with the employee representatives must happen with all employees who could be 
affected or their representatives nominated for that purpose. It is stated in the 
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company policies and procedures that given the relatively small number of 
employees involved, that consultation takes place with all of them together or 
individually in terms of section 189(1) of Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995.  
 
 
1.3  MANAGEMENT STATEMENT 
 
How can the organisation manage the retrenchment processes and procedures 
proactively and sensibly and ensure adherence to the legislative framework and 
sustained staff competence as well as capacity?  
 
A. Davies, clinical director of the Independent Counseling and Advisory Services 
(ICAS) cited in Lewis (2012:2) believes that improving a manager‟s ability to deal 
with this process effectively at a personal as well as an organisational level is likely 
to maximise the probability of successful implementation and ensure continued 
improvement in the company and its various divisions. In addition, he further states 
that providing support for those employees due to be retrenched demonstrates the 
organisation‟s commitment to fair employment practices and its willingness to take 
responsibility for its action. This demonstrates how caring the management of an 
organisation is. 
 
It is highlighted in the Solidarity Research Institute report (2009:15) that dismissal for 
operational requirements affects government income as well, as taxable income 
declines. Taxable income also declines when employees do not receive bonuses, 
salary increases and are put on lay-off or work shorter hours. Employees who are 
not laid off but who are forced to work reduced hours for less pay, contribute to the 
labour recession. According to Statistics South Africa (2008:13), these employees 
are quantified as underemployed and underutilised. Underemployed people are 
those who work for less than 35 hours per week. 
 
Solidarity Research Institute (2009:15) further states in its report that these problems 
are exacerbated further in the rural areas by the fact that there are very few 
alternative job opportunities for a worker who has been laid off. Their skills are in 
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most cases very focused on the specific industry in which they were working. This 
forces breadwinners to either sit or do nothing, or to move to urban areas in search 
of work. Both of these alternatives have negative psycho-social effects. Under these 
circumstances, the lack of work causes mounting feelings of despair and low self-
esteem in the breadwinner. Some employees turn to drink and narcotics, which can 
lead to children and spouses being malnourished and even abused. These 
problems, as well as the phenomenon of family-murder/suicides, are already 
common in South Africa. Economic crimes (including theft, robbery and fraud) will 
also increase as desperate people turn to illegal activities to make an income. 
Massive retrenchments put fuel on the fire for these scourges of our society. 
(Solidarity Research Institute, 2009:16) 
 
The Solidarity Research Institute report of 2009, argues that in the event of wage 
earners moving away from their families to urban areas in search of work, the 
breakup of the nuclear family creates its own social problems (2009:16). In general, 
retrenchments do increase the breakup of families. Retrenchments also result in 
families losing their access to medical aid funds, as well as losing access to 
company benefits.  
 
Solidarity Research Institute (2009:16) further reported that some organisations are 
dismissing workers that they regard as being incapable, but offer operational 
requirements as grounds for dismissal. By doing this, an employee is dismissed 
immediately and the employer circumvents the offer of retraining. Some employers 
even go so far as to immediately dismiss workers without any of the severance pay 
and compensation for accrued leave and without following the process of 
consultation described in Section 189(1) of the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995.  
 
 Apart from the incorrect reasons for dismissal that are alleged by certain employers, 
some employers also unilaterally change an employee‟s contract. The Solidarity 
Research Institute (2009:17) report further states that companies talk to the workers 
before any Section189 notification has been given and allege that operational 
pressures require that salaries must be cut or working hours shortened or else the 
employees will lose their jobs. This is not the correct procedure. Employees have to 
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be notified formally in terms of Section 189, and the steps of consultation outlined in 
this section have to be followed. If it is multilaterally agreed between employee, 
union and employer, salaries may be cut or working hours may be shortened. Other 
alternatives for saving costs may also be considered, such as taking early 
retirements, demotions, etc. None of these steps may be taken unilaterally. If it is the 
case, the employee can go to the CCMA to argue the case that contracts were 
changed unilaterally.  
 
If the retrenchment process is either substantively or procedurally unfair, the 
company could lose the case should it go to the CCMA or Bargaining Counsel or the 
Labour Court for this matter. If this happens the company would end up paying a 
large amount of money for compensation. For example, in the case of Mokoena v 
Power Man [2005] 10 BALR 1047 (LC) the employee, an electrician, was retrenched 
after the division he worked in was closed down. However, the employer failed to 
prove that there was a need to close down the division and retrench the employee. 
The employer also failed to follow procedures for retrenchment. In addition, the 
employer was unable to explain why it had employed new electricians shortly before 
the employee‟s retrenchment and why the new employees had not been retrenched 
instead of Mokoena. Thus, in this case, the employer managed to infringe all the 
three fairness criteria of procedure, fair reason and fair criteria for retrenchment. The 
arbitrator ordered the employer to pay the employee eight month‟s salary in 
compensation. According to the procedure, consultation is one of the most important 
steps to follow when an employer is contemplating dismissals based on operational 
requirements.  
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1.4 CONCEPTUAL MODEL UNDERPINNING THE STUDY 
  
Fig.1.1: Retrenchment Model 
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 (Source: own work) 
 
„Retrenchment‟ is dismissal based on the operational requirements of an employer. 
This kind of dismissal is termed a „no-fault‟ dismissal and it is driven by aspects such 
as economic, technological, structural or similar needs of the employer. Economic 
reasons are those that relate to the financial management of the organisation. 
Technological reasons refer to the introduction of new technology which affects work 
relationships either by making existing jobs redundant or by requiring employees to 
adapt to the technology or a consequential restructuring of the workplace. Structural 
reasons relate to the redundancy of posts consequent to a restructuring of the 
employer‟s business. It is important to note the difference between retrenchment and 
redundancy. The procedure that needs to be followed for a dismissal based on 
operational requirements is regulated in terms of Section 189 or 189A of the Labour 
Relations Act of 1995.  
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1.5  RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
1.5.1 PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 
 
The aim of this study was to investigate whether the retrenchment policies and 
procedures practised in an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company are 
compliant with the legislative framework. 
 
The following secondary research questions were investigated so as to achieve the 
primary objective:   
 
 To what extent do the policies and procedures in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing comply with the legislative framework? 
 What does literature suggest as the best-practice for retrenchment procedure? 
 How does the retrenchment policy in an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing 
company compare with the best practice as discussed in the literature study? 
 How does the retrenchment practice conform to the written policy applied in an 
Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company? 
 
An outcome of the research would enable the writer to make recommendations 
towards improving the application of the retrenchment processes and procedures in 
an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company. In an attempt to achieve the above 
objectives, the following theoretical correlation hypothesis is formulated: 
 
H0: The retrenchment policies and procedures applied in the Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company are not compliant with the legislative framework. 
 
H1: The retrenchment policies and procedures applied in the Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company are compliant with the legislative framework. 
 
In an attempt to achieve the above objectives, the researcher will use an inferential 
statistical approach, known as hypothesis testing. According to Wegner (2010:256), 
hypothesis testing is a process of testing how „close‟ a sample statistics lies to a 
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hypothesised value of its population parameter. Furthermore the central location 
value of a sampling distribution is the hypothesised value of the population 
parameter. The closer the sample statistics lie to the central location value of the 
sampling distribution, the more likely it is that the hypothesised population parameter 
is probably true. Similarly, the further away the sample statistics lie from the central 
location position of the sampling distribution, the more likely it is that the 
hypothesised population parameter is probably false (Wegner, 2010:256).  
 
The following statistical hypothesis is formulated: 
 
Claim: p ≤ 0.5 
 
H0: p ≤ 0.5 
H1: p > 0.5 
 
Reject H0 at 5% significant level, if p is less than 0.5 
 
The null hypothesis will be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis if the 
statistical evidence points towards the true population parameter being only 
significantly greater that the null hypothesis value. In terms of the study, if the p-
value on the T-test is equal to or less than 0.50 it will mean that the null hypothesis 
can be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis. Thus one can accept that the 
retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company are compliant with the legislative framework.  
 
1.5.2  RESEARCH DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
 
The following research design objectives were followed in this study: 
 
A literature analysis on the nature, benefits and disadvantages (impact) of 
retrenchment or dismissal based on operational requirements was conducted. 
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 A survey questionnaire was constructed which was used to collect the data of 
factors which relate to retrenchment in organisations. 
 A focus group of five participants was conducted in order to pilot test and 
improve the questionnaire. 
 The questionnaire was finalised and ethics clearance sought for the 
questionnaire from Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University‟s ethics 
committee. 
 The data collection process was executed by conducting a survey and a self-
administering questionnaire was used.  
 100 respondents were envisaged as a sample. 
 The data was captured on Microsoft Excel computerised program. 
 The information was analysed by conducting a quantitative analysis of 
collected data. 
 The findings were interpreted and conclusions made. 
 Proposals were presented to the executive management of the organisation 
on how to improve the handling of retrenchment/dismissal for operational 
requirements. 
 
 
1.6  SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 
It is anticipated that the relevant stakeholders in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company will take cognisance of the research findings and if need be, 
take appropriate measures to overcome any shortcomings that would be revealed in 
this research report. 
 
 
1.7  RESEARCH METHODOLGY 
 
According to Collis and Hussey (2009:55), the research methodology also known as 
the research paradigm, is the way one thinks about research, how one collects and 
analyses the data and the way in which one writes the thesis. There are two types of 
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paradigms or philosophies that have been identified, namely the 
qualitative/phenomenological and quantitative/positivistic paradigm.  
 
Furthermore Collis and Hussey (2009:63) make a distinction that the qualitative 
paradigm is concerned with qualities and non-numerical attributes (nominal data) 
while a quantitative paradigm is all about data that is collected in a numerical form. A 
phenomenological paradigm tends to produce qualitative data and a positivistic 
paradigm tends to produce quantitative data.  A phenomenological paradigm uses 
small samples and is concerned with generating theories and the positivistic 
paradigm uses large samples and is concerned with hypothesis testing. The main 
advantage of a quantitative approach to data collection is the relative ease and 
speed with which the data can be collected. In this paradigm it is possible to use 
large samples while in a qualitative paradigm sample size may be small. For 
example, a case study may consist of one respondent. A qualitative data collection 
method can be expensive and time consuming, although it can be argued that 
qualitative data provides a more real basis for interpretation and analysis. This 
research project took the route of a quantitative approach because the purpose of 
the study was to confirm and validate the extent to which the retrenchment 
processes and procedures complied with the legislative framework. The numerical 
data was statistically analysed to determine their meaning. 
 
1.7.1  THE SAMPLE 
 
In terms of sampling types, a convenience sample was used to select a sample of 
100 employees from the presently employed staff from the different levels of the 
same organisation. A structured questionnaire was distributed (delivered by hand 
and via internal mail) to selected staff. Anonymity and confidentiality were strictly 
guaranteed.  Follow-ups were conducted to ensure a good response rate.  
 
1.7.2  PROVISIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE   
 
Before all questionnaires were distributed to the target audience, an explanation 
about the purpose of the questionnaire was via an email to all participants to ensure 
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that there was common understanding thereof. The questionnaire was simple and 
unambiguous. There was no use of offensive or insensitive questions that could lead 
to offence and embarrassment to participants and the questionnaire was short and 
simple, but included all the questions required to cover the purpose of this exercise. 
Anonymity and confidentiality were maintained.  
 
 
1.8  DEFINITIONS 
 
The definitions set out below are applicable in the selected motor manufacturing 
company in the Eastern Cape: 
 
(i)Retrenchment: It is the process of reducing permanently employed staff due to 
closing down or relocation of facilities, re-organisation resulting in the abolition or 
elimination of jobs, or redundancies resulting from implementation of mechanisation 
or automation programmes or a decrease in business activities because of economic 
or market considerations. 
 
(ii)Recorded Retirement Date: It means the age prescribed by the fund or in case 
of a female who was a member on 1 July 1991 and elected to retire at age 60. 
 
(iii)Compulsory Retrenchment: It occurs when employees are given a standard 
severance package after all other attempts to preserve their jobs have been 
successful. 
 
(iv)Voluntary Retrenchment: It occurs when employees volunteer to accept an 
enhanced severance package offered by the company. 
 
(v)Enhanced Severance Package: It is a package offered at the company‟s 
discretion that is better than the Standard Severance Package. The company 
reserves the right to offer an enhanced severance package that it deems appropriate 
to each particular retrenchment programme. 
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(vi)Standard Severance Package: It is a package offered at the company‟s 
discretion that is not better that the Enhanced Severance Package.  
 
 
1.9  OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
 
This report will be divided into five chapters. The first chapter deals with the 
introduction and background of the study. The central theme of Chapter Two will be 
a literature review focusing on the retrenchment or dismissal for operational 
requirements. In Chapter Three, the research methodology will be discussed. This 
chapter will also cover the results of the validity and reliability assessments of the 
instruments that were used in the study. In Chapter Four, the findings and results will 
be discussed. Chapter Five is the final chapter, which contains conclusions and 
recommendations for dismissal based on operational requirements (retrenchments) 
as well as suggestions for future research arising from these results. 
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2. CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Bendix (2010:421) argues that in South Africa the issue of retrenchment is 
exacerbated by high unemployment and retrenchment and becomes not only a 
business issue but also a social one since it adds to the problem of unemployment 
which may be regarded as directly contributing to the high crime rate in this country. 
 
Organisations are rarely compelled for a wide variety of economic reasons to review 
or contemplate reducing a wage bill by terminating the employment of some of their 
employees. A number of observations are evident when thinking about this category 
of dismissal. Perhaps the most important one is that these dismissals fall into the 
category of what is called a „no-fault termination.‟ In other words, no personal blame 
or fault can be laid at the door of employees who stand to lose their jobs because of 
operational requirements. For example, it is not the result of any misconduct on the 
employee‟s part that the business is facing tough market conditions as a result of 
competition, for example, cheap Chinese imports. This also applies if there are 
technological developments that result in previously complex and skilled jobs being 
done by one semi-skilled person and a machine.  Another example is where the 
employer decides to centralise its operations in one location and do away with 
satellite offices. Each of these circumstances will result in job losses and none of 
them are the result of any individual employee‟s misconduct or poor performance. 
 
This kind of dismissal is called dismissal based on operational requirements and 
commonly known as „retrenchment.‟ Dismissal for operational requirements is one of 
the three grounds of termination of employment that is recognised by the law.  
 
Retrenchment becomes legitimate provided the employer can show that the 
dismissal is fair and justified and a fair procedure was followed. Dismissals based on 
operational requirements are regulated in sections 189 and 189A of the Act (No. 66 
of 1995) respectively.    
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2.2.  THE MEANING OF THE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
Levy, Kelly, and Levy (2010:142) define operational requirements as requirements 
based on the economic, technological, structural or similar needs (etsos) of an 
employer. They further mentioned that these reasons are simple and include the 
following: 
 
 Economic reasons: It happens when a business that is facing difficult market 
conditions needs to save costs. Arguably, it could equally apply to a business 
that is making a profit, but would be more profitable if it cut back on the 
number of employees. While this might be socially undesirable in a country 
with huge unemployment, there is no reason why an employer should not do 
this, at least in theory. 
 Technological reasons: These include a broad family of circumstances where 
the introduction of new ways of working based on mechanisation and more 
efficient machinery results in the displacement of jobs. 
 Structural reasons: Relates to the manner in which the employer organises 
the business. It is a regular if not destabilising occurrence in large 
organisations where reorganisation takes place. It may also take place after a 
merger where there is usually a duplication of jobs and the new organisation 
simply puts two jobs together to make one. 
 Similar reasons: This a catch-all phrase that gives the employer a great deal 
of flexibility to do whatever it needs to run the business according to its 
operational requirements. According to Basson, Christianson, Dekker, 
Garbers, le Roux, Mischke & Strydom (2009:152), an employer‟s „similar 
needs‟ must be determined with reference to the circumstances of the case 
and it is impossible to compile a full and exhaustive list of what would fall 
within the ambit of „similar‟ reasons.  
 
The following categories of „similar reasons‟ can be distinguished: (Basson et al, 
2009:152) 
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 Changes to an employee‟s terms and conditions of employment: A business 
may have to restructure, or it may have to merge or amalgamate with another 
business or its mode of operation may have to be altered. 
 Incompatibility and related reasons: The courts have confirmed and accepted 
that an employee whose actions negatively affect the operation of the 
business could be dismissed.  
 Breakdown in trust relationship: The relationship between the employer and 
employee is based on trust. Trust, from the employer‟s perspective, entails 
the belief, or confidence, that the employee is adhering to the common law 
duty to act in good faith towards the business.  
 
Du Toit, Bosch, Woolfrey, Godfrey, Cooper, Giles, Bosch & Roussouw (2006:423) 
define the operational requirements as requirements that are based on the 
economic, technological, structural or similar needs of an employer‟.  
 
In terms of the advice of Van Niekerk, Christianson, McGregor, Smit, & van Eck 
(2008:270) and Van Niekerk (2008:85), an operational requirements and its definition 
are drawn from International Labour Organisation Convention 158. Further to the 
expanded definition of operational requirements, Van Niekerk et al (2008:271) state 
that the dismissal is at the behest of the third party.  
 
There is a distinction drawn between redundancy and retrenchment. The difference 
(if there is one) is that the retrenchment of an employee is often a consequence of a 
position becoming redundant. Posts become redundant and people are retrenched. 
In legal terms, the distinction is irrelevant. What matters is whether the reason for 
dismissal is one based on the employer‟s operational requirements. Bendix 
(2010:421) makes a comparison of retrenchment and redundancy in that the former 
is attributed to cyclical downturns, market losses or other economic factors which 
oblige the employer to reduce the labour force, whereas redundancy occurs when 
jobs are lost through restructuring or the introduction of technology. In the case of 
retrenchment, the jobs may be reinstated if economic circumstances improve, but 
where redundancy occurs the loss of jobs is usually permanent. It is believed that 
more responsibility can be placed on employers for redundancies than for 
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retrenchments and unions may claim greater compensation in the case of 
redundancies.  
 
 
2.3  NOTICE OF CONTEMPLATION OF DISMISSAL 
 
The consultation process between the employer and the employees, as indicated by 
Basson et al (2009:161) is at the heart of procedural fairness in the case of dismissal 
for operational requirements.  Section 189(3) does not specify as to when the notice 
of invitation is to be issued but requires the employer to consult when the employer 
contemplates dismissing one or more employees for reasons based on the 
employer‟s operational requirements. It is important for the organisations 
contemplating dismissals for operational requirements to give notice thereof as soon 
as possible.  
 
 Van Niekerk et al (2008:279) argue that the contemplation of a dismissal is often a 
matter of degree and extends to a decision in principle that dismissal is possible or 
probable or that dismissal is a prima facie option.  
 
 
2.4.  A FAIR AND PROPER RETRENCHMENT PROCESS 
 
According to Section 188 of the LRA, an employer must try to establish a fair reason 
for dismissal. Van Niekerk et al (2008:271) argue that all that is needed for an 
employer to establish substantive fairness is to demonstrate that it had bona fide 
reasons to retrench and the decision is commercially rational. Van Niekerk et al 
(2008:272) further cite that in the case of CWIU & others v Algorax (Pty) Ltd, the 
Labour Court took the test a substantial step further. Not only should the court guard 
against merely accepting the say so of the employer in regard to the need to 
retrench – it expressed the view that retrenchment must be a „measure of last resort‟.   
Certain hallmarks can be associated with a dismissal for operational requirements 
that is conducted in a fair and proper manner and Levy et al (2010: 144) advise that 
these rules are not fixed and the following are certainly important guidelines: 
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 Beware about the retrenchment of a single employee.  
 Avoid the dismissal for operational requirements that is over in a matter of 
days.  
 Beware of using a dismissal for operational requirements as an opportunity to 
spring-clean.  
 Avoid filling the vacancies vacated by employees just retrenched.  
 
Contrary to common belief, there is nothing in labour law stating that an employer 
cannot fill the position for six or twelve months. Obviously, if the reason for the 
operational requirement termination is the introduction of new technology that 
demands a different skill set, then this is justifiable. 
 
 
2.5  THE RETRENCHMENT PROCESS 
 
2.5.1.  PARTIES TO BE CONSULTED 
 
According to Grogan (2010:375) there is no definite legal direction concerning the 
parties with whom an employer is required to consult during a retrenchment 
exercise. The accepted principle by the Industrial Court is that the employer is 
required to consult the affected employees or their representatives. Where there is 
an established collective bargaining relationship with a majority union, the employer 
is required to consult with that union and there is no duty to consult separately with 
the affected employees or with a minority union.  
 
Grogan (2010:376) and Van Niekerk et al (2008:280) concluded that when an 
organisation contemplates dismissing one or more employees for reasons based on 
the employer's operational requirements, before retrenching, employers must consult 
as follows:  
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(a) Persons whom the employer is required to consult in terms of a collective 
 agreement.  
(b) If there is no collective agreement requiring consultation, the employer must 
 consult a workplace forum.  
(c) If the employees likely to be affected by the proposed dismissals are 
 employed in a workplace where there is a workplace forum, as well as any 
 registered trade union whose members are likely to be affected by the 
 proposed dismissals, both workplace forum and registered trade union have 
 equal claim to be consulted.  
(d) If there is no such workplace forum, the employer must consult any 
 recognised registered trade union.  
(e) If there is no such trade union the employer must consult the employees likely 
 to be affected by the proposed dismissals or their representatives nominated 
 for that purpose (Van Niekerk, 2008:94). 
 
The Act therefore contemplates a hierarchy of consulting parties, each, if applicable 
excluding its successors. The courts apply Section 189(1) strictly. (See Sikhosana & 
others v Sasol Synthetic Fuels (2000) 21ILJ 649 (LC). A minority union need not be 
consulted if consultation with a majority union is regulated by collective agreement 
(See National Union of Mineworkers v Geffens Diamond Cutting Works (Pty) (2008) 
29 ILJ 1227 (LC). In this case, the court held that if members of a minority union 
complain that their retrenchment is unfair in spite of the fact that the employer has 
concluded a pre-retrenchment agreement with the majority union, their action lies 
against the majority union, not the employer. See also Maluleke & others v Johnson 
Tiles (Pty) Ltd (2008) 29 ILJ 2606 (LC). Where a union is recognised as a consulting 
party in a collective agreement, it is entitled to consult on behalf of all employees, 
even those falling outside the bargaining unit for which the union is recognised. 
However, an employer may consult individual employees after deadlock with their 
union, provided the employer has consulted fully with the union, or attempted to do 
so. Where the employees concerned are unionised, consultation with shop stewards 
generally constitutes sufficient compliance with the obligation to consult the 
employee‟s union. However, an employer is not obliged to consult with anybody 
unless one or more of its employees are likely to be affected by the proposed 
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dismissals. The termination of the contract of an independent contractor would not, 
therefore, attract an obligation to consult otherwise the status of the employees 
selected for retrenchment is irrelevant. Although it has been suggested that the 
obligation to consult may be relaxed somewhat in the case of managerial 
employees, it may well be that senior employees are entitled to be consulted in more 
detail than more menial workers regarding such issues as, for example, severance 
benefits. 
 
Direct consultation with employees belonging to a registered union, or to induce 
them to enter into an agreement without consulting their union, will amount to breach 
of Section 189 and may render any subsequent dismissal unfair.  
 
2.5.2.  THE CONSULTING PROCESS 
 
According to Levy et al (2010:151) the law does not prescribe a time limit but our 
courts have repeatedly indicated that the „when‟ is to be interpreted as being as soon 
as possible, rather than at the last minute. 
 
The consultation process between the employer and the employees, as indicated by 
Basson et al (2009:161) is at the heart of procedural fairness in the case of dismissal 
for operational requirements. Both Van Niekerk et al (2008:21) and Basson et al 
(2009:162) concur that the purpose of consultation is to engage in „a meaningful joint 
consensus seeking process and attempt to reach consensus‟. This approach is 
reinforced by Grogan (2010:379) who calls for the consulting parties to consult on 
„appropriate measures‟ to avoid dismissal, to minimise the number of dismissals and 
to change the timing of dismissals and failure to consult on any of these measures 
will render the retrenchment at least procedurally unfair.  
 
The consulting parties must attempt to reach consensus on the following matters:  
 
(a) Appropriate measures 
 
i. to avoid dismissals  
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ii. to minimise the number of dismissals  
iii. to change the timing of dismissals  
iv. to mitigate the adverse effects of the dismissals 
 
(b) The method for selecting the employees to be dismissed 
(c) The severance pay that is to be paid to retrenched employees.  
 
(a) (i) Appropriate measures to avoid dismissals  
 
According to Grogan (2009:279) appropriate measures to avoid dismissals put the 
other consulting party in a position to challenge the merits of the proposal to 
retrench. However, the test for whether retrenchment is necessary must be applied 
with the purpose intended to be served by the plan that led to the dismissals. Du Toit 
et al (2006:436) suggest that redistribution of the affected employees to appropriate 
alternative positions should be considered. When employees unjustly refuse such 
positions, they forfeit the right to severance pay and their dismissal will not be unfair. 
The moratorium on recruitment or overtime, the reduction of night shift, the 
elimination of contract work, and the retirement of employees beyond retirement age, 
short time, lay-offs, „bumping‟ and job-sharing, are options available for use. 
 
For example, in NUMSA v Atlantis Diesel Engines (Pty) Ltd (1994) 15 IJL 1247 (A), 
the Appellate Division held that the purpose of the duty to consult is to give the 
employer an opportunity to explain the reasons for the proposed dismissals, to hear 
representations on possible ways of avoiding, or minimising the effects of, dismissals 
and to discuss and consider alternatives. Echoing these sentiments, it is clear that 
the primary purpose of consultation is to attempt to avoid the dismissals altogether.  
 
In terms of a unilateral amendment of an employee‟s condition of service – the 
courts have recognised that, to save jobs, an employer may lawfully vary their 
employee‟s conditions of service. Thus, in ECCAWUSA & others v Shoprite 
Checkers t/a OK Krugersdorp (2002) 21 ILJ 1347 (LC), the employer was faced with 
imminent financial collapse before its sale as a going concern to the Shoprite group. 
The company and the union agreed that both parties would „take all reasonable 
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measures‟ to avoid job losses and that „flexible wok practices‟ would be introduced 
when necessary. When the OK introduced new and more economical shift patterns, 
the employees refused to accept them. The workers were then retrenched. They 
then argued that, because the company had „embarked upon negotiations 
unilaterally to change the contracts of employment of the individual applicants and 
therefore had to resort to power-play by locking them out‟ when the dispute arose, 
the dismissal was automatically unfair. The court observed: 
 
 [C]are should be taken not to equate a bona fide retrenchment exercise which 
 is aimed at avoiding job losses to a negotiation exercise which is aimed, not at 
 avoiding job losses, but… at amending terms and conditions of employment 
 to suit the operational requirements of an employer… [W]here the amendment 
 to terms and conditions of employment is proffered by an employer as an 
 alternative to dismissal during a bona fide retrenchment exercise and it is a 
 reasonable alternative based upon the employer‟s operational requirements, 
 the employer will be justified in dismissing employees who refuse to accept 
 the alternative offer.  
 
(a) (ii) Appropriate measures to minimise dismissals based on operational 
requirements  
 
In reality, the measures to avoid dismissals may also serve to reduce the number of 
dismissals; for example, extended unpaid leave or temporary lay-off, early retirement 
or voluntary reduction in working hours.  
 
(a) (iii) Appropriate measures to change the timing of dismissals  
  
According to Grogan (2009:280) the company should indicate when it proposes to 
terminate the affected employee‟s service. It may well be that the proposed timetable 
does not give the employees or their representatives sufficient time to absorb the 
information given to them or to formulate alternatives. If any alternatives are 
accepted, time may be needed to evaluate their effect. Grogan (2010:386) further 
expands that although employee representatives may use the process of 
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consultation to delay the moment of dismissal, the courts are not sympathetic to 
willful dallying by unions. However, if more time is needed for consultation, the 
employer would be wise to grant it. Retrenchment is an exercise in which employers 
who act with excessive haste will almost certainly repent at leisure. However, the 
Labour Courts will not accept an unmotivated proposal that retrenchment should be 
deferred for a period so that the union‟s mooted alternatives can be tested. (See 
Foreshore Express (Ltd) v SA Transport & Allied Workers Union & others (2006) 27 
ILJ 2537) 
 
The timing of dismissals, according to Du Toit et al (2006:437), is of significance to 
employees selected for dismissal and changes in timing could afford them more 
opportunity to make alternative arrangements as well as allow scope for a more 
effective consultation process. An employer is, however, not obliged to change the 
timing of dismissal if no good reason is provided for doing so. Where a union 
withdraws from the consultation process, the employer cannot be held liable for 
failing to consult about the timing for dismissals.  
 
(a) (iv) Appropriate measures to mitigate the adverse effects of dismissals for 
operational requirements  
 
Once retrenchment becomes unavoidable, the employee parties must be afforded 
the opportunity to make representations on behalf of individuals who may be 
particularly affected by retrenchment. However, companies are not expected to 
actively seek alternative work for retrenched employees. In the past it was the duty 
of the companies to assist dismissed employees in finding alternative employment 
within and outside the firm, or giving dismissed employees a priority in re-
employment when suitable jobs become available.  
 
(b)The method for selecting the employees to be dismissed  
 
One of the objectives of the consultation process, according to Du Toit et al 
(2006:438), is to reach agreement on criteria for dismissal and failing which the 
employer has to apply fair and objective criteria. According to LRA Code of Good 
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Practice on Dismissal based on Operational Requirements, fair criteria include length 
of service, skills and qualifications, and further criteria may, depending on the 
circumstances, include „employee‟s competence and merit; technical knowledge or 
experience, conduct, service record, age and gender.  
 
„Bumping‟ has been accepted as a legitimate practice in the context of selecting 
employees for dismissal. For example, in Porter Motor Group v Karachi [2002] 4 
BLLR 357 (LAC) the following principles were held to be applicable: 
 
i. The employer is required to consult over the possibility of bumping. 
ii. The point of departure is LIFO („last in first out‟). 
iii. Horizontal bumping should take place before vertical bumping. 
iv. Bumping should be implemented to create the minimum possible disruption 
for the employer. 
v. Geographical limits may be placed on the unit for selection. 
vi. The size of the unit will depend on the mobility and career paths of affected 
employees. 
vii. Bumping must be effected with due regard to retention of necessary skills. 
viii. Downward bumping should take place where the employee is prepared to 
accept downgrading in work and status. 
 
(c) Severance pay for dismissed employees 
 
The severance pay, as regulated by Section 41 of the Basic Condition of 
Employment Act (RSA, 1997:19), is equal to „at least‟ one week‟s remuneration for 
each completed year of continuous service, calculated in accordance with Section 35 
of the BCEA Section 41 (2). The Act, however, clearly contemplates the possibility of 
negotiations to better the statutory minimum and requires the parties to attempt to 
reach consensus on severance pay (s 189 (2) (c), LRA). In the absence of such 
consensus, or of a collective agreement, Du Toit et al (2006:440) agree that the legal 
minimum will apply. Grogan (2009:287) states that a severance pay (which is 
additional to, and distinct from, contractual notice pay and other entitlements) is 
meant to cushion the blow of unemployment as a gratuity for services rendered, and 
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as compensation for employees who have lost their jobs through no fault of their 
own. It also deters employers from resorting to retrenchment lightly. The amount of 
severance pay is linked to length of service with no ceiling, and the formula applies 
to all employees, irrespective of status. Grogan (2009:281) further states that 
severance pay should only be discussed at the end of the process, when the other 
topics have been exhausted. The general rationale given for severance pay, 
according to Todd and Laubscher (2008:67) is to tide the employee over while 
looking for another job.  
 
The condition that the severance pay is payable in circumstances where the 
employer is liquidated or sequestrated in terms of the Insolvency Act was included 
as part of the 2002 amendments to the BCEA in recognition of the vulnerability of 
employees in these circumstances.  
 
According to Todd and Laubscher (2008:69) the legal minimum applies to completed 
years of service only, so an employee who is retrenched after working for an 
employer for 11 months has no statutory entitlement to severance pay and there is 
also no maximum. Furthermore, Grogan (2009:288) believes that when staff 
members unreasonably refuse offers of alternative employment with the retrenching 
employer or any other employer, they are not entitled to severance pay. Neither are 
employees who are offered reasonable alternative employment entitled to resign and 
claim severance pay. The view adopted by the Labour Court that the offer of 
alternative employment with another employer must emanate from the retrenching 
employer has been overtaken by the Labour Appeal Court„s judgment in Irvin & 
Johnson Ltd v Commission for Conciliation, Mediation & Arbitration & others (2006) 
27 ILJ 935 (LAC). The employees in that case accepted transfer to a contractor to 
whom a division of the employer‟s operation had been outsourced, then claimed 
severance pay from their former employer. Both a CCMA commissioner and the 
Labour Court held that the employees were entitled to severance pay. The Labour 
Appeal Court acknowledged that, read literally, Section 41 of the BCEA suggests 
that employees are deprived of the right to severance pay only if they unreasonably 
refuse an offer of alternative employment by the retrenching employer. The court 
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held that the interpretation does not accord with either the intention of the legislature 
or the purpose of severance pay.  
When employees reach the agreed or normal retirement age, according to Grogan 
(2009:289), they are neither entitled to severance pay if they are requested to retire 
at that age nor entitled to severance pay for the period they have been allowed to 
work beyond retirement age.  
 
In conclusion, in the case of dismissal for operational requirements the consultation 
process between the employer and employees is at the heart of the procedural 
fairness. The parties to the consultation process must attempt to reach consensus 
on appropriate measures to avoid dismissal, appropriate measures to minimise 
dismissal, appropriate measures to change the timing of dismissal, appropriate 
measures to mitigate the adverse effects of dismissals. Consulting parties must 
ensure that they apply a method that is fair and objective when selecting employees 
to be dismissed. When the consulting parties are concluding their discussion, they 
must look at ways of softening the blow by paying the employees a reasonable 
severance. The retrenchment separation package should be lucrative because it is 
the last payment the employees receive from the employer. 
 
2.5.3.  SELECTION CRITERIA 
 
The employer is obliged to consult on the selection criteria. In the absence of 
agreement on selection criteria, an employer must apply fair and objective criteria 
when selecting employees for dismissal. This requirement precludes an employer 
from applying capricious or subjective criteria, and certainly excludes the application 
of any criteria that would amount to an infringement of a fundamental right. To 
choose employees for retrenchment on the basis of their union membership, sex, 
pregnancy, age or some other discriminatory ground would certainly result in an 
unfair retrenchment and may constitute an automatically unfair dismissal.  
 
According to Bendix (2010:440) unions favour the adoption of LIFO principle 
because it rewards length of service and it prevents any type of favouritism or 
discrimination against union members. Based on social reasons, worker 
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representatives further insist that consideration should be given to special 
circumstances such as the fact that an employee is the sole breadwinner or has a 
disability which would render it difficult for him or her to find new employment. The 
organisation‟s employment equity plan should be considered when selecting 
retrenchees and care should be exercised that criteria do not indirectly discriminate 
against certain individuals. By way of an example, in a recent case decided by the 
Labour Court, a company decided to close its Cape Town office. The human 
resources manager based in Cape Town at the time of the closure was selected for 
retrenchment because his job had been redundant. He successfully challenged his 
selection for retrenchment on the basis that the company had operations country-
wide, and that he had longer service than other human resource managers based 
elsewhere. (See Neuwenhuis v Group Five Roads & others (2000) 12 BLLR 1467 
(LC).)  
 
An organisation might be expected, in appropriate circumstance, to widen the 
selection pool to include employees in other jobs that might potentially be done by 
employees whose own jobs have become redundant. The term applied to this 
principle is „bumping‟, and it occurs in two forms. Horizontal bumping occurs when 
an employee whose own position is redundant displaces an employee with shorter 
service in a similar job category. Vertical bumping occurs when an employee with 
longer service displaces an employee with shorter service. An employer is not 
always required to apply the bumping principle when selecting employees for 
retrenchment. Bumping should be considered, however, and if the selection of 
employees for dismissal is challenged on this basis, the employer ought to have 
some rational justification for refusing to apply it. For example, in Porter Motor Group 
v Karachi (2002) 4 BLLR 357 (LAC), the Labour Appeal Court confirmed that an 
employer is obliged to consult with an employee about the possibility of bumping. 
Obviously, where the employer‟s motives are suspect, the court will interfere. An 
employer cannot, in anticipation of the closure of a part of its operation, transfer an 
employee to that part to ensure the employee‟s selection for dismissal in 
circumstances where the employee would otherwise not be selected. By way of an 
example, in another case the refusal by a catering service to apply bumping was 
challenged in circumstances where the employer had operated a number of 
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contracts on different sites. The cancellation of a contract resulted in the 
retrenchment of the employees engaged on the contract. They alleged that they 
were entitled to bump their colleagues engaged on other contracts, and that their 
selection for retrenchment purely on the basis that they had been engaged to service 
the client that had cancelled the contract with their employer was unfair. The Court 
considered the nature of the business, the detrimental effect that bumping would 
have on the employer‟s operation and its clients, and the burden that the need to 
train redeployed employees would place on the employer. In these circumstances 
the court found that a failure to apply the bumping principle was not unfair. 
(Amalgamated Worker’s Union of South Africa v Fedics Foods Services (1999) 2 
BLLR (LC)). 
  
In conclusion, the court‟s approach to a restructuring exercise where all or a group of 
employees‟ positions are made redundant and when the affected employees are 
required to re-apply for the same or a restructured position is recommendable. (The 
colloquial term applied to a restructuring of this nature is „spill-and –fill exercise‟.) For 
example, in Grieg v Afrox Limited (2001) 22 ILJ 2102 (ARB), the arbitrator noted that 
by declaring all positions redundant and requiring employees to reapply for 
restructured jobs, the employer avoided the need to decide selection criteria up front. 
The Labour Court has held that a retrenchment following a restructuring exercise 
whereby an employee is required to apply for his or her own job must be closely 
scrutinised because it ignores the principle that employees enjoy job security which 
will be protected against no-fault terminations. For example, Van Niekerk (2008:90) 
cites the case of Oosthuizen v Telkom SA Ltd (2007) 11 BLLR 1013 (LAC), where 
the Labour Appeal Court recently went a step further when it held that an employee 
had been unfairly retrenched in circumstances where the employee had been placed 
in a „re-deployment pool‟ and then dismissed after no suitable vacancies were found. 
One of the reasons given by the court was that:  
 
 [T]here was no evidence to explain, or justify, why it was fair and reasonable 
 to require the appellant, who had 30 years of service and a clean record, and 
 who was approaching early retirement age, to forfeit his employment with the 
 respondent and have to reapply in competition with other displaced 
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 employees, who may have had far less service than him, for the available 
 positions or as to why it was not possible to create a position for the appellant 
 within the company.  
 
In a way of summary, whenever LIFO is applied, bumping ought to be considered 
and the effect of its application on the employer‟s business should be determined. If 
there is little or no disruptive effect to the business, the courts will probably be more 
inclined to find that it should have been applied. 
 
2.5.4.  DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
 
In terms of Section 189(3) of the LRA, the employer must disclose in writing to 
employees or their union all relevant information, including, but not limited to:  
 
(a) The reasons for the proposed dismissals. 
(b) The alternatives that the employer considered before proposing the 
 dismissals, and the reasons for rejecting each of these alternatives. 
(c) The number of employees likely to be affected and the job and the job 
 categories in which they are employed. 
(d) The proposed method for selecting which employees to dismiss. 
(e) The time when, or the period during which, the dismissals are likely to take 
 effect. 
(f) The severance pay proposed. 
(g) Any assistance that the employer proposes to offer the employees likely to be 
 dismissed. 
(h) The possibility of the future re-employment of the employees who are 
 dismissed. 
(i) The number of employees employed by the employer. 
(j) The number of employees the employer has dismissed for operational 
 requirements in the preceding 12 months. (RSA 2002:32) 
 
The proviso of appropriate information is aimed at placing the employees or their 
representatives in a position to make informed representations and suggestions on 
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the subjects for mandatory consultation.  It is impossible to lay down any precise test 
for determining which information is relevant in a particular retrenchment, or for 
determining which information is adequate. Both relevance and adequacy must be 
measured against the intended purposes for which the information is requested. 
Information regarding the financial state of the company, for example, may not be 
relevant if the employer does not claim to be retrenching because it is financially 
strained. 
 
According to Grogan (2010:388) sufficient consultation is impossible if one of the 
parties is kept in the dark about the facts that have led the employer to conclude that 
retrenchment is necessary. Neither employees nor their representatives can make 
sensible suggestions about the matters over which the law enjoins consultation 
unless they have sufficient information to appraise or challenge the employer‟s 
proposals or to formulate alternatives.  
 
According to Bendix (2010:431), as a result of providing the reasons for the 
proposed dismissals, the employer may be asked for further disclosure to 
substantiate the reasons given. This may amount to proof that the retrenchments are 
in fact necessary, and may involve the disclosure of financial statements or an 
independent audit. In terms of the Labour Relations Act No.66 of 1995, the same 
provisions regarding disclosure as are applicable to unions engaged in collective 
bargaining apply in the case of proposed retrenchments or redundancies. When 
disclosure is refused, the onus will be on the employer to prove that the information 
sought is not relevant to the purpose for which it is being sought. If the employer is 
acting in good faith, disclosure of some kind may prove the best method of 
convincing representatives that retrenchments really are necessary. However, 
disclosure of financial information will depend to a large extent on the trust 
relationship between the parties, on the relevance of such information and on the 
degree of sophistication of employee representatives.  
 
According to Basson et al (2009:167) the other party‟s right to demand relevant 
information is restricted and according to Section 189(4) of LRA, read in conjunction 
with Section 16, employers are exempted from disclosing information that is either 
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legally privileged or which cannot be disclosed contrary to the law, or which is 
„confidential and, if disclosed, may cause substantial harm to an employee or the 
employer, or which is private in relation to an employee who has not given consent 
to disclosure‟. (RSA 2002:32) 
 
According to Du Toit et al (2006:441) the examination to decide what information 
ought to be disclosed is an objective one and should not be based solely on the 
employer‟s view of what is relevant. For example in NUMSA v Comark Holding (Pty) 
Ltd (1997) 18 ILJ 516 (LC), Mlambo J, the labour court judge who presided over this 
case commented as follows:  
 
 [B]ecause the employer is always privy to all necessary and relevant 
 information it should not only disclose information which it deems relevant. It 
 should disclose all information requested by the consulted party subject to the 
 limitations already enunciated. To enable employee representatives to fulfill 
 their duty to seek alternatives through meaningful and effective consultation, it 
 is necessary to give them an opportunity to consider not only the information 
 which, in the employer‟s view, supports the view that no alternatives to 
 retrenchment exist, but also other information which the employer has not 
 considered to be relevant but which might be…  
 
The requirement that the disclosure must be in writing does not mean that all 
relevant documentation must be physically handed over but will be met if the 
employer provides reasonable access to the documentation.  
 
By way of summary, the company should therefore supply information it deems 
relevant on its own initiative. If the employer resists disclosing information requested 
by the employee party, the employer must prove that the information is irrelevant. 
The employer will discharge the onus of proving this if the information requested by 
the employees will not assist in the consultation process.  
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2.5.5.  PREFERENTIAL REHIRING 
 
According to the LRA Code of Good Practice on Dismissal Based on Operational 
Requirement, the dismissed employees should be given preference if the employer 
again hires employees with comparable qualifications.  
 
The suggestion is subject to two provisos: 
 
 The employee must express a desire to be rehired within a reasonable time of 
having been asked. 
 The employer may place a reasonable time limit on any preference it extends 
to former employees.  
 
2.5.6  AFTERCARE 
 
 According to Levy et al (2010:153) the law requires the company to notify the 
employees of additional steps it can take to assist them during or after the 
retrenchment process, but goes into no further detail. Some of the steps employers 
have taken include: 
 
(a) Provide a paid „time-off‟ to attend job interviews. 
(b) Giving employees a letter confirming their retrenchment. 
(c) Assisting with UIF claims. 
(d) Assist employees to draw up CV‟s. 
(e) Contacting other employers in the area or in the industry to establish if they 
 have  any vacancies. 
(f) Seeking the assistance of job placement agencies. 
(g) Providing financial advice on how to cope with the effects of retrenchment and 
 how to maximise the value of their retrenchment pay. 
(h) Subsidising or assisting with training organisations to give workers new skills. 
(i) Providing a counselling service to assist employees to come to terms with 
 their change in circumstances.             
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The list of actions is a good basis for consultation and it provides a meaningful way 
in which an employer can help ameliorate what is a very difficult position for the 
employee.  
 
According to Bendix (2010:444) whenever dismissal for operational requirements or 
redundancies has been effected, it is essential that all the necessary assistance be 
given to employees in claiming UIF and other benefits. Even if the paperwork has 
been done before the actual retrenchments, there will invariably be queries and 
problems. Also, employers should fulfill their promise of assistance in the search for 
alternative employment. For these reasons, it may be necessary, in the case of both 
partial retrenchment and a complete shutdown, and especially in the case of large-
scale retrenchments, to set up a temporary aftercare centre, either as part of the 
Personnel Department or, and perhaps preferably, completely separated from the 
employer‟s other operations.  
 
2.5.7  THE HIDDEN COSTS OF RETRENCHMENT 
 
According to Levy et al (2010:149) retrenchment is not an exercise which should be 
entered into lightly as it has numerous costs, both direct and indirect. First, there are 
those direct costs relating to the statutory payments that need to be effected. Not 
only is there the leave and notice provisions from the contract, but there is also the 
question of severance pay. The minimum severance pay that is due is one week of 
remuneration for every completed year of service. These all require up-front funding 
at a time when cash flow might be tightest. There are also many hidden costs. Some 
of these costs are quantifiable, while others are not. Equally, some are contingent in 
the sense that they only occur in response to certain actions or decisions. Others 
happen irrespective. Perhaps the most difficult of all to quantify is the damage to 
morale, the loss of productivity and demotivation that sets in immediately on the 
announcement of the retrenchment exercise. First the rumour mill takes over and 
staff waste productive time sharing their fears and concerns. Then work begins on 
CV‟s and job searches. This results in a deflection of attention from the job at hand. 
These costs lie in lost time and lower productivity. What is not easy to quantify is the 
demotivation that affects all staff and results in poor levels of output and attention to 
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detail. In production environments, sabotage is not unknown. Other costs relate the 
expense of seeking expert advice in the management of the exercise. This may 
require input from labour experts. Equally, there is the time spent in consultation 
itself. It is hard to estimate how much time this will take since the speed of 
retrenchment is governed by the nature of the response and degree of resistance 
from employees. Should a trade union be involved, the process is probably 
guaranteed to be longer and more complex.  
 
 
2.6.  RETRENCHMENT UNDER SECTION 189A 
 
According to 189A of LRA No.66 of 1995, this section applies to companies with 
more than 50 employees, who contemplate dismissals based on operational reasons 
above a given threshold, and if that number of contemplated dismissals together with 
actual dismissals based on operational reasons in the previous 12 months exceeds 
the relevant threshold (RSA 1995: 151). 
 
The thresholds are as follows: 
 
 10 employees, if the employer employs up to 200 employees. 
 20 employees, if the employer employs 201– 300 employees. 
 30 employees, if the employer employs 301 - 400 employees. 
 40 employees, if the employer employs 401 - 500 employees. 
 50 employees, if the employer employs more than 500 employees [S189A 
(1).] 
 
The most important features of the new procedure may be summarised as follows: 
 
 Either party may invoke facilitation of the consultation process before notice of 
dismissal may be given. [S189A (3).]  
 The employer may not give notice of dismissal for a minimum of 60 days from 
the date of the notice in terms of Section 189(3). [S 189A (7), (8)]. 
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 If a union or employees want to challenge the fairness of the reason for 
dismissal, they must choose whether to refer the dispute to the Labour Court 
or whether to strike. [S 189A (10)]. 
 The employer may only lock out employees after strike notice has been given 
[S 189A (11) (a) (ii)]. 
 
According to Du Toit et al (2006:442) the most significant change brought about by 
Section 189A is the introduction of a right to strike in disputes about fairness of the 
reason for dismissals based on operational requirements and a corresponding right 
to lock-out. 
 
Grogan (2009:290) cites the main distinction between Section 189 and Section 189A 
retrenchments as that the employees may strike in order to dissuade the employer 
from retrenching. Either the employer or the employees may compel the other to 
submit to facilitation by the CCMA or accredited agency during the consultation 
process. According to Section 189A, the process of facilitation occurs at the request 
of the employer or any consulting parties representing the majority of employees 
targeted for retrenchment. On receipt of a request, the CCMA is obliged to appoint a 
facilitator, who must conduct the exercise in terms of the regulations issued by the 
Minister of Labour. These regulations specify the time to be allowed for facilitation, 
the powers and duties of facilitator, the fee, and other relevant matters. Grogan 
(2009:291) further states that when the process of facilitation fails, the employer 
may, 60 days after the notice of intention to retrench, give notice of termination of the 
affected employee‟s employment contracts (i.e. the dismissals must be on notice). 
The employees or their union my either give notice of intention to strike or refer a 
dispute concerning whether there was a fair reason for the dismissal to the Labour 
Court under Section 191(5) (b) (ii). A party referring a retrenchment dispute for 
adjudication must do so within 90 days of the date on which the commissioner 
certified that facilitation had failed, or seek condonation. 
 
If the parties have not chosen facilitation, the employer may give notice of dismissal 
in terms of the BCEA 30 days after notice of retrenchment was given. Employees 
may not refer a dispute to the CCMA until the same period has lapsed. Registered 
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trade unions or employees who have received termination notices may give notice of 
intention to strike or refer a dispute about whether there was a fair reason for the 
dismissal to the Labour Court. However, this time limit does not apply if the employer 
gives notice of termination prematurely.  
 
Once employees or their union decide to refer the dispute to the court, they may not 
strike. Conversely, they may not refer the dispute to the court once they have elected 
to strike. Minority unions are bound by the majority union‟s decision in this regard if 
collective agreements dealing with consultation and/or facilitation have been 
extended to them in terms of the law. If a dispute has been referred to the Labour 
Court, the application will be deemed withdrawn if the employees subsequently 
decide to strike. Employers may resort to lockouts only if a strike has been called. 
The prohibitions on industrial action set out elsewhere in the law apply to strikes over 
retrenchments, as do the restrictions normally applicable to secondary strikes.   
 
Employees who are governed by Section 189A of LRA have an interim remedy. If 
they allege that the employer is not complying with a fair procedure (i.e. the Section 
189 procedure), employees may apply to the Labour Court for an order compelling 
the employer to do so, prohibiting any dismissal until the employer has complied, 
reinstating any employee who has been dismissed, or requiring the employer to 
compensate them. However, by way of an example, in the case Insurance & Banking 
Staff Association & another v Old Mutual Services & Technology Administration & 
another (2006) 27 ILJ 1026 (LC), the court has warned that employees should not 
seek compensation under Section 189A well after dismissal has occurred.  
 
International Labour & Employment Handbook (RSA 2010:23) stipulates that there is 
no fine for contravention of the LRA retrenchment requirements. However, 
employees who believe they have been unfairly retrenched can refer a dispute to the 
Labour Court, after first referring it to CCMA for conciliation. If the retrenchments are 
found to be substantively unfair, the employees can be reinstated or be awarded 
compensation of up to twelve months remuneration. If the retrenchments were only 
procedurally unfair, then the court can only award compensation. 
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In large-scale retrenchments, employees who dispute the fairness of the procedure 
must file an urgent application with the Labour Court. The Court has wide powers to 
intervene in the dispute, including the power to order the employer to comply with 
procedural requirements and to issue an injunction against dismissals pending 
compliance with the statutory procedure.  
 
In conclusion, the most significant change brought about by under Section 189A is 
the introduction of the right to strike and a corresponding right to lock-out. Section 
189A is applicable only to employers with more than 50 employees. The important 
features of the new procedure are that any party can invoke facilitation of the 
consultation process before notice of dismissal is given and the employer may not 
give notice of dismissal for a minimum of 60 days from the date of notice. 
 
 
2.7.  CONCLUSION 
 
An employee may be dismissed for a reason relating to the operational requirements 
of the employer. Operational requirements are defined in Section 213 of the LRA as 
requirements based on the employer‟s economic, technological, structural or similar 
needs. This usually arises where the employer closes its operation, downsizes or 
restructures its business activities. 
  
According to law, a dismissal based on operational requirements must be both 
procedurally and substantively fair. The employer must be able to show the 
operational or business rationale for the decision which will lead to retrenchments. If 
the decision to retrench is not shown to make business sense, the dismissal could 
be set aside by the Labour Court. However, courts are slow to interfere with the 
employer‟s prerogative to run the business as it sees fit, and they have held that it is 
fair to retrench when the business is financially sound but wishes to become more 
profitable. 
 
The Act stipulates that when an employer contemplates dismissing one or more 
employees for reasons based on the employer‟s operational requirements, the 
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employer must consult as soon as possible before embarking on the retrenchment 
process. The parties to the consultation process must attempt to reach consensus 
on appropriate measures to avoid and minimise dismissals, change the timing and 
mitigate the adverse effects of the dismissals. The employer must use a selection 
method that is fair and objective and must pay a severance pay to the retrenched 
employees. The employer must disclose all relevant information that will help the 
other party to make informed representation and suggestions on the subjects for 
mandatory consultation. 
 
This Chapter covered the meaning of operational requirement, notice of 
contemplation of dismissal, conducting a fair and proper retrenchment process, 
retrenchment process and retrenchment under Section 189A. The following chapter 
is Chapter Three and will focus on the research methodology.       
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3.  CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
In Chapter Two a literature study on dismissal for operational requirements was 
presented. Various aspects of dismissal for operational requirements were also 
discussed. The retrenchment policy on dismissal for operational requirements in an 
Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company were discussed in terms of the 
guidelines set out by different authors. It was evident that policy used in an Eastern 
Cape motor manufacturing company for dismissal for operational requirements 
meets the relevant requirements as indicated by various authors. 
 
This chapter illustrates the methodology used for this study. The purpose of the 
study was to determine the extent of compliance of this company with the legislative 
framework and the best practice. A systematic methodology foundation directs the 
whole dissertation with respect to its planning, organisation, presentation, analysing 
and interpretation of data thereby enhancing the validity and reliability of all 
recommendation and conclusions made from this research. 
 
Collis and Hussey (2009:11) define a research paradigm as a framework that guides 
how research should be conducted, based on people‟s philosophies and 
assumptions about the world and the nature of knowledge.  
 
This study is associated with the positivism paradigm and according to Cooper and 
Schindler (2011:161) quantitative research attempts precise measurement of 
something. In business research, quantitative methodologies usually measure 
consumer behavior, knowledge, opinions, or attitudes. Such methodologies answer 
questions related to how much, how often, how many, when and who. Although the 
survey is not the only methodology of the quantitative research, it is considered as 
dominant.  
 
The research question and the objectives of the study were discussed in Chapter 
One. In this chapter, attention is given to the difference between quantitative and 
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qualitative approaches, a research strategy, population and sample, data collection 
method, questionnaire design and layout, pilot study, validity and reliability.   
 
 
3.2 DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF QUANTITATIVE AND 
 QUALITATIVE APPROACHES 
 
The Table 3.1 below illustrates the distinction between the quantitative and 
qualitative approaches. The distinction is drawn by a way of asking questions about 
the purpose of the research, the nature of the research. What is the data like, how it 
is collected, analysed to determine the meaning and how are the findings 
communicated?   
 
Table 3.1: Distinguishing Characteristics between Quantitative and Qualitative 
Approach 
  
 Question Quantitative Qualitative 
What is the 
purpose of the 
research? 
  
  
 To explain and 
 predict 
 To confirm and 
 validate 
 To test theory 
 To describe and explain 
 To explore and interpret 
 To build theory 
What is the nature 
of the research 
process? 
  
  
  
  
  
 Focused 
 Known variable 
 Established 
 guidelines 
 Predetermined 
 methods 
 Somewhat context-
 free 
 Detached view 
 Holistic 
 Unknown variable 
 Flexible guidelines 
 Emergent methods 
 Context-bound 
 Personal view 
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What are the data 
like, and how are 
they collected? 
  
  
 Numeric data 
 Representative, 
 large sample 
 Standardised 
 instruments 
 Textual and/or image-
 based data 
 Informative, small sample 
 Loosely structured or non-
 standardised observations 
 and interviews 
   How are data 
analysed to 
determine their 
meaning? 
  
  
 Statistical analysis 
 Stress on objectivity 
 Deductive reasoning 
 Search for themes and 
 categories 
 Acknowledgement that 
 analysis is subjective and 
 potentially biased 
 Inductive reasoning 
How are the 
findings 
communicated? 
  
  
 Numbers 
 Statistical, 
 aggregated data 
 Formal voice, 
 scientific style 
 Words 
 Narratives, individual 
 quotes 
 Personal voice, literary 
 style 
 
Source: Leedy and Ormrod (2010:96) 
 
The researcher took the quantitative approach to confirm and approve whether the 
retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company are compliant with the legislative framework. A self-
administered questionnaire was distributed and collected from the population 
sample. Numerical data was analysed to determine the meaning and the findings of 
the research study. 
 
 
3.3  RESEARCH STRATEGY 
 
The research strategy is the general plan of how the researcher will go about 
answering the research question. The research strategy should include clear 
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objectives derived from the research question. It should specify the sources from 
which data are to be collected and also consider the constraints likely to be 
encountered. 
 
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2003:91) identified experiment, survey and case 
study as the three main strategies that belong to the deductive approach. The 
strategy utilised for this study is the survey strategy and will be discussed in more 
detail. 
 
3.3.1  Survey 
 
The survey strategy is usually associated with the deductive approach. Surveys 
allow the collection of a large amount of data from a sizable population in a highly 
economical way. The collected data is standardised and makes comparison of data 
easy. The survey strategy is easily understood and it is perceived by people in 
general as authoritative. Saunders et al (2003:92) state that a great deal of time is 
spent on designing and piloting the questionnaire and analysing the results.  
 
For the purpose of this study, a questionnaire was designed as a data collection tool. 
A questionnaire is suitable when information related to opinions, attitudes, and 
behaviours has to be collected. The questionnaire is not the only data collection 
method that belongs to survey strategy. There is the structured observation method 
as well as a structured interview approach although neither of them was used in this 
study. 
 
 
3.4  THE PILOT STUDY 
 
According to De Vos, Strydom, Fouche and Delport (2009:206), a pilot study can be 
viewed as the dress rehearsal of the main investigation and it is similar to the 
researcher‟s planned investigation, though on a smaller scale.  
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The purpose of the pilot study as argued by Cooper and Schindler (2011:89) is to 
detect weaknesses in design and instrumentation and to provide proxy data for 
selection of a probability sample. Saunders et al (2003:308) further state that the 
purpose of the pilot study is to refine the questionnaire so that respondents will have 
no problems in recording the data. Furthermore, it enables the researcher to obtain 
some assessment of the questions‟ validity and the likely reliability of the data that 
will be collected. 
 
Prior to the pilot testing, the questionnaire was checked by a Human Resources 
Manager, a Production Manager, Team Manager, two Human Resources Specialists 
and the team of three Industrial Relations Specialists for suitability of the 
questionnaire.  Valuable feedback was obtained from these respondents, which 
resulted in a few adjustments to the questionnaire. These adjustments made it 
possible for the questionnaire to be more user-friendly. The questionnaires were 
hand delivered, which implied an explanation and verbal instruction.   
 
 
3.5  POPULATION AND SAMPLE 
 
3.5.1  Population 
 
De Vos et al (2009:194) define population as the totality of persons, events, 
organisation units, case records or other sampling units with which the research 
problem is concerned. Collis and Hussey (2009:338) define „population‟ as a body of 
people or collection of items under consideration for statistical purposes. In this study 
the size of the population is 120 employees of the selected Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company.     
 
3.5.2  The Sample 
 
According to Collis and Hussey (2009:209) a sample is an unbiased subset that 
represents the population and the population is a body of people or collection of 
items under consideration for statistical purposes. Wegner (2010:7) defines „sample‟ 
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as a subset of all members of a target population. The larger the sample, the better it 
will represent the population. De Vos et al (2009:195) state that large samples 
enable the researcher to draw more accurate conclusions and to make more 
accurate predictions than in smaller samples.  
 
Prior to initiating the study, it was necessary for the researcher to decide whether to 
conduct a survey study of the workforce of the selected motor manufacturing 
company in its entity, or to do a sample of the workforce. A sample of 100 
respondents was targeted.  
 
 
3.6  DATA COLLECTION METHODS 
 
The most common types of data collection methods are interviews, observation and 
questionnaire. The information collection method used for this study was the 
questionnaire and it is one of the most widely used survey data collection techniques 
and it is attached as annexure „B‟. 
  
Saunders et al (2003:280) define a questionnaire as a general term to include all 
techniques of data collection in which each person is asked to respond to the same 
set of questions in a predetermined order. The researcher used a structured self-
administered questionnaire to collect data from the respondents. The questionnaire 
was delivered by hand to each respondent and collected later. The questionnaire 
was carefully designed considering the main components and aspects of dismissal 
for operational requirements as revealed in the theory. 
 
 
3.7  THE QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN AND LAYOUT 
 
Questionnaire design and layout are important aspects of a questionnaire. They help 
in capturing the interest of the respondents and getting the relevant information. In 
this study, the questionnaire was designed with keeping the target group in mind. 
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Saunders et al (2003:304) assert that a layout of self-administered questionnaires 
should be attractive to encourage the respondent to complete and return the 
questionnaire. The questionnaire should not appear to be too long or difficult to 
complete. However, these authors suggest that an extra page is preferable over a 
cramped questionnaire. They also suggest that a questionnaire that is printed on a 
good quality paper implies that the study is important. They further state that it is 
much easier to read questions and instructions printed on one side of the paper only 
rather than on the back as well. Questionnaires typed in twelve or ten point using a 
plain font are easier to read than capitals and italics and questionnaires that are laid 
out in a format that respondents are accustomed to is easier to complete. 
 
One way to reduce the length without reducing legibility is to record answers to 
questions with the same set of possible responses as a table, with instructions on 
how to answer the questions and column headings being given prior to the table and 
on each subsequent page. 
 
The researcher considered all the above suggestions for the design of the 
questionnaire that was used in this study. The questionnaire used for this study was 
presented on white paper, a twelve font was mostly used and the letter style was 
kept simple (refer to annexure B).    
 
3.7.1  QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 
 
According to Leedy and Ormrod (2010:195-197) the following are guidelines for 
developing a questionnaire that encourages people to cooperate and produce 
responses that can be used and interpreted. 
 
 Keep it simple – questionnaire should be as brief as possible and solicit only 
that information essential to the research project. 
 Keep the respondent‟s task simple – make the instrument as simple to read 
and respond to as possible. 
 Provide clear instruction – communicate exactly how people should respond. 
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 Use simple, clear, unambiguous language - write questions that communicate 
exactly what people want to know. 
 Give a rationale for any items whose purpose may be unclear – each question 
should have a purpose, and in one way or another, one should make that 
purpose clear. 
 Check for unwarranted assumptions implicit in the questions. 
 Word the questions in ways that do not give clues about preferred or more 
desirable responses. 
 Determine in advance how the responses will be coded – develop a plan for 
recoding participant‟s responses into numerical data that can be statistically 
analysed. 
 Check for consistency. 
 Conduct one or more pilot tests to determine the validity of the questionnaire. 
 Scrutinise the almost-final product one more time to make sure it addresses 
your needs – questionnaire should be quality tested again and again for 
precision of expression. 
 Make the questionnaire attractive and professional looking.     
 
The first part of the questionnaire that respondents look for in a self-administered 
questionnaire is the covering letter which explains the purpose of the survey and 
when it is likely to be collected. (refer to Annexure A) 
 
Dillman (2000) and others cited by Saunders et al (2003: 305) show that messages 
contained in the self-administered questionnaire‟s covering letter will affect the 
response rate. The covering letter accompanied the questionnaire to explain the 
purpose of the questionnaire and what was required of the respondents and stating 
when the questionnaire is likely to be collected (refer to Annexure A). 
 
For the purpose of this study, the questions were designed in such a way so as to 
allow respondents to check one response from a series of alternative answers that 
were adequately and evenly spaced in boxes. The Closed-ended question type is 
quicker and easier to answer and requires minimal writing. A Likert-style rating scale 
in which the researcher asked the respondents how strongly they agreed or 
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disagreed with a statement or series of statements was used to collect data. 
Attitudes, where applicable, were summarised in fairly brief statements and 
respondents were requested to tick the extent to which they agree with each 
statement as indicated below:  
 
Table 3.2 Likert-style Rating Scale. 
 
Strongly Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
 
The questionnaire was divided into two sections, which are briefly discussed: 
 
 Section A covered demographic information. The gender, race, age, highest 
qualification, length of service in the organisation and level of the job occupied 
by the respondent, was to be indicated. 
 Section B covered questions on dismissal for operational requirements. The 
question formulation was based on the theoretical discussion on dismissal for 
operational requirements processes in Chapter Two. 
 
In the following paragraph, the validity and reliability of measuring instruments are 
discussed. 
 
 
3.8  VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
 
Leedy and Ormrod (2010:92) define the validity of a measurement instrument as the 
extent to which the instrument measures what it is actually intended to measure and 
that it is measured accurately; and the reliability of a measurement instrument as the 
extent to which the instrument produces consistent results when the characteristics 
being measured haven‟t changed.  
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Saunders et al (2003:309) describe validity and reliability of a question in terms of 
whether the question and answer make sense. The authors identify four stages that 
must occur if the question is to be considered valid and reliable.  
The figure below depicts those four stages: 
 
Figure 3.1: Four stages to confirm for validity and reliability 
 
 
Source: Saunders et al (2003:292)  
 
3.8.1  Validity 
 
The importance of the validity of measuring instruments in answering the research 
question cannot be overstated. In terms of this study, validity would mean that the 
measuring instrument did in fact assess the extent to which dismissal for operational 
requirements processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company complied with the legislative framework and best practice. 
Great care was taken in the development of the questionnaire to ensure that valid 
information would be collected. The questionnaire was carefully designed to reflect 
the information collected and presented in the theoretical study. The questionnaire 
was also submitted to a Management Board Member for Human Resources of this 
company, who determined the validity of the measuring instrument.  
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3.8.2  Reliability 
 
The reliability, as mentioned earlier on, is defined as the degree of consistency with 
which it measures whatever it is supposed to be measuring. Furthermore in 
comparing data collected with other data from a variety of sources, Mitchell (1996) in 
Saunders et al (2003:309) outlines the three common approaches to assessing 
reliability. They are: 
 
 Test re-tests. 
 Internal consistency. 
 Alternative form. 
 
Test re-test estimates of reliability are obtained by correlating data collected with 
those from the same questionnaire collected under as near equivalent conditions as 
possible. The questionnaire therefore has to be administered twice to respondents, 
which may pose difficulties in persuading respondents to answer the same questions 
again. 
 
Internal consistency involves correlating the responses to each question in the 
questionnaire with those to other questions in the questionnaire. It therefore 
measures the consistency of responses across either all the questions or a subgroup 
of the questions from the questionnaire. One of the most frequently used methods 
for calculating internal consistency, is Cronbach‟s alpha. 
 
An alternative form offers some sense of the reliability within the questionnaire 
through comparing responses to alternative forms of the same question or groups of 
questions. For this purpose, check questions are usually included in longer 
questionnaires. Saunders et al (2003:310) argued that it is often difficult to ensure 
that questions are substantially equivalent and that respondents may spot the similar 
questions and refer back to the previous answer.  
 
After careful consideration of three approaches to assessing reliability, the 
researcher settled for internal consistency because it eliminates the requirement of 
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administering the test to the same respondents twice, thereby risking a change in the 
respondent‟s post-test results. 
 
The use of check questions was also eliminated because it tends to make the 
questionnaire longer and works better in longer questionnaires than the ones 
prepared for this research study. Thus the respondent would not be able to easily 
spot a check question.  
 
 
3.9  RESPONSE RATE 
 
The response rate refers to the number of completed questionnaires returned. The 
population consisted of respondents almost from all the levels within the 
organisational structure. Furthermore to the e-mailing of the questionnaire, the 
researcher handed out twelve self-administered questionnaires to ten different 
groups of people. This simply means twelve multiply by ten, equals to one hundred 
and twenty questionnaires. The purpose was to use one person in each group as a 
point of contact to distribute and collect the questionnaires. The purpose of the study 
was explained to all participants. A response of 83 percent was realised (one 
hundred out of one hundred and twenty were returned). There were no spoiled 
questionnaires. It can be concluded that the results obtained from the study are 
representative of the population targeted. 
 
 
3.10  CONCLUSION 
 
In this chapter, the research methodology used in this study was discussed. A 
survey was conducted in which a questionnaire was used as a measuring 
instrument. The questionnaire was carefully designed to meet scientific requirements 
and subjected to a pilot study. Responses were received from one hundred 
respondents of those targeted for the study. In Chapter Four the results of the 
empirical survey are presented and analysed.     
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4. CHAPTER 4: PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF STATISTICAL
 RESULTS 
 
4.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
An overview of the research methodology used in this research was presented in 
Chapter Three. The focus of this chapter will be on the presentation of the data 
collected and the analysis, as well as the interpretation of this data using data tables 
and graphs. The research findings are then established and discussed in relation to 
the hypotheses formulated in Chapter One. A field study was conducted with a 
questionnaire as data collection instrument. 
 
 
4.2  RESPONSE RATE 
 
The response rate realised in this research is illustrated below in Table 4.1 and 
Figure 4.1. From the 120 questionnaires distributed, 100 responses were received, 
representing a response rate of 83%. The balance of 20 questionnaires remained 
outstanding, representing 17% of all the respondents in the population.  
 
Figure 4.1 Total Response Rate 
 
Responses Frequency Percentage 
Received 100 83% 
Outstanding 20 17% 
TOTAL 120 100% 
  
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses) 
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Figure 4.1: Total Response Rate 
 
 
 
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses) 
 
A response rate of 83% is large enough for meaningful statistical analysis and 
acceptable interpretation. 
 
 
4.3  THE CODING OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Each question from both sections in the questionnaire was firstly coded with a 
number. This helped in identifying each question in the questionnaire and also 
helped when analysing and interpreting data. The prospective answer to each 
question had an adjacent number, indicating the potential response code to that 
question. The data is presented and analysed in the same order as it appears in the 
questionnaire. 
 
 Section A: Demographic information 
 Section B: Retrenchment process 
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4.4  SECTION A: DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSES 
 
Section A of the questionnaire required the respondents to provide demographic 
information related to gender, race, age in years, educational qualification, working 
experience in years, and the job level. 
 
4.4.1  RESPONSE BY GENDER 
 
In the category of gender: 69 employees were males, representing a 69% response 
and 31 employees were females, representing a 31% response. These are 
presented in Figure 4.2 below: 
 
Figure 4.2: Response by Gender  
 
 
 
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses by gender) 
 
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the male respondents considerably 
outnumbered the female respondents. 
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4.4.2  RESPONSE BY RACE 
 
Figure 4.3: Response by Race 
 
 
 
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses by race) 
 
The response rate by race is divided between the following groups: 3% of the 
respondents constitute Asians, Africans compose of 40% responses and Coloureds 
31% with Whites on 26% of responses. The two main sub-categories are therefore 
Africans and Coloureds, followed by Whites. These are represented in Figure 4.3 
above. These survey results indicate that the majority of the respondents (40%) were 
Africans. 
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4.4.3  RESPONSE BY AGE IN YEARS 
 
Figure 4.4: Response by Age in Years 
 
 
 
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses by age in years) 
 
The respondents were also asked to indicate their age. Figure 4.4 shows that the 
majority of respondents (43%) who participated in the survey were between the ages 
of 40 – 49, with 24% between the ages of 50 – 59, with 22% between the ages of 30 
– 39, and 10% between the ages 20 – 29. Only 1% was 60 years and above.  
 
4.4.4  RESPONSE BY QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Figure 4.5: Response by Qualifications 
 
 
 
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses by qualifications) 
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Respondents were requested to indicate their qualifications. Figure 4.5 shows that 
the majority had a Matric and a degree/diploma with 29% for each category. 21% 
had a matric and were studying for a degree or diploma, while 10% had a trade 
qualification. Only 11% had post-graduate qualifications. 
 
4.4.5  RESPONSE BY WORKING EXPERIENCE 
 
Figure 4.6: Response by Working Experience 
 
 
 
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses by working experience) 
 
Respondents were requested to indicate years of service. Figure 4.6 illustrates that 
12% of the respondents had been with the company for less that five years, while 
7% of the respondents had 6 – 10 years of service. 23% of respondents had 11 – 15 
years of service with another another 23% having had between 16 - 20  years of 
service. 13% had between 21 – 25 years of service whilst 22% had 26 years or 
longer service. 
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4.4.6  RESPONSE BY JOB LEVEL 
 
Figure 4.7: Response by Job /Skill Level 
 
 
 
(Source: Results obtained from analysis of survey responses by band/skill level) 
 
The respondents were asked to indicate their band/skill level which is linked to their 
job classifications/categories. 31% of the respondents were production operators 
(skill level 2-5), with 25% respondents mostly artisans and administrators (band 6). 
The majority of the respondents (34%) were specialists or team managers (band 5) 
whilst 8% of the respondents were middle managers and 2% were senior 
management.  
 
4.4.7  SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
 
Based on the above tables and graphical information, gender is dominated by males 
being close to double the number of females in this sample. In terms of the race the 
least represented sample was Asians. The majority of the respondents (43%) were 
between the ages 40 – 49 years old. In terms of educational qualifications, 40% of 
respondents had either a degree/diploma or post-graduate qualifications. 46% of the 
respondents had 11- 20 years of service, while 35% of the respondents had been 
working in the same company for more than 20 years. In terms of job categories, 
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there was a fair spread of respondents across the bands/skill levels whilst 10% of the 
respondents represented middle and senior management.  
 
 
4.5  SECTION B: THE RETRENCHMENT PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES 
 
This section analyses and interprets the descriptive statistics for the individual 
questions and then the overall aggregated scores regarding employee perceptions of 
their retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company. 
 
4.5.1  DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS WITHIN INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS OF 
 EMPLOYEE  PERCEPTIONS OF THE RETRENCHMENT PROCESSES 
 AND  PROCEDURES APPLIED IN AN EASTERN CAPE MOTOR 
 MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 
 
 STATEMENT B1: CONDUCTING A FAIR AND PROPER RETRENCHMENT      
                     PROCESS 
 
B1.1: 2% of the respondents agreed, 1% strongly agreed, 15% were neutral, while 
47% disagreed and 35% strongly disagreed that the employer uses 
retrenchment to disguise/cover dismissal for misconduct.  
 
B1.2: 20% of the respondents agreed, 4% strongly agreed, 16% were neutral, while 
39% disagreed and 21% strongly disagreed that the company selects those 
employees who they think are poor performers. 
 
B1.3: 33% of the respondents agreed, 4% strongly agreed, 20% were neutral, while 
34% disagreed and 9% strongly disagreed that when retrenchment is 
implemented it is completed in a short time. 
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 STATEMENT B2: PARTIES TO BE CONSULTED 
 
B2.1: 54% of the respondents agreed, 15% strongly agreed, 15% were neutral, while 
13% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed that the employer consults with all 
relevant stakeholders when it contemplates dismissing employees for 
operational requirements. 
 
B2.2: 59% of the respondents agreed, 14% strongly agreed, 11% were neutral, while 
11% disagreed and 5% strongly disagreed that the National Union of Metal 
workers of South Africa (NUMSA) is entitled to consult on behalf of all 
employees, even those falling outside the bargaining unit for which the union 
is recognised. 
 
B2.3: 60% of the respondents agreed, 17% strongly agreed, 10% were neutral, while 
10% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed that the staff committee is entitled 
to consult on behalf of all monthly paid employees. 
 
B2.4: 54% of the respondents agreed, 17% strongly agreed, 20% were neutral, while 
9% disagreed and 0% strongly disagreed that when the employer 
contemplates retrenchment of a fixed-term employee, it has an obligation to 
consult. 
 
B2.5: 26% of the respondents agreed, 10% strongly agreed, 14% were neutral, while 
28% disagreed and 22% strongly disagreed that should a deadlock be 
reached with the union, management should consult with individual 
employees. 
  
 STATEMENT B3: THE CONSULTING PROCESS   
 
B3.1: 64% of the respondents agreed, 9% strongly agreed, 17% were neutral, while 
9% disagreed and 1% strongly disagreed that the employer engages in a 
meaningful joint consensus-seeking process with the relevant stakeholders. 
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B3.2: 57% of the respondents agreed, 19% strongly agreed, 9% were neutral, while 
13% disagreed and 2% strongly disagreed that the Union can 
challenge/dispute the merits of the proposal to retrench. 
 
B3.3: 59% of the respondents agreed, 15% strongly agreed, 13% were neutral, while 
10% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed that voluntary severance 
retrenchment package is offered to employees as an alternative to forced 
retrenchment. 
 
B3.4: 44% of the respondents agreed, 11% strongly agreed, 25% were neutral, while 
15% disagreed and 5% strongly disagreed that in order to avoid 
retrenchment, employees are willing to accept temporary lay-off. 
 
B3.5: 55% of the respondents agreed, 25% strongly agreed, 13% were neutral, while 
6% disagreed and 1% strongly disagreed that employees who have attained 
normal retirement age at the date of the proposed retrenchment may be 
retired in terms of the rules of the Retirement Fund. 
 
B3.6: 62% of the respondents agreed, 17% strongly agreed, 7% were neutral, while 
11% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed that the implementation of short-
time is an acceptable alternative to retrenchment. 
 
B3.7: 64% of the respondents agreed, 10% strongly agreed, 15% were neutral, while 
9% disagreed and 2% strongly disagreed that the employer is obliged to 
facilitate inter-departmental transfers. 
 
B3.8: 51% of the respondents agreed, 9% strongly agreed, 26% were neutral, while 
12% disagreed and 2% strongly disagreed that the employer is obliged to 
change the timing of retrenchment when a good reason is provided for doing 
so. 
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B3.9: 33% of the respondents agreed, 11% strongly agreed, 25% were neutral, while 
25% disagreed and 6% strongly disagreed that the employer is required to 
actively seek alternative work for retrenched employees. 
 
B3.10: 61% of the respondents agreed, 21% strongly agreed, 12% were neutral, 
while 6% disagreed and 0% strongly disagreed that the amount of 
retrenchment severance pay is linked to the length of service. 
 
B3.11: 30% of the respondents agreed, 4% strongly agreed, 31% were neutral, while 
31% disagreed and 4% strongly disagreed that employees who unreasonably 
refuse offers of alternative employment are entitled to severance pay. 
  
 STATEMENT B4: SELECTION CRITERIA 
 
B4.1: 1% of the respondents agreed, 2% strongly agreed, 7% were neutral, while 
55% disagreed and 35% strongly disagreed that the employer chooses 
employees for retrenchment on the basis of their union membership. 
 
B4.2: 1% of the respondents agreed, 2% strongly agreed, 6% were neutral, while 
56% disagreed and 35% strongly disagreed that the employer chooses 
employees for retrenchment on the basis of their pregnancy. 
 
B4.3: 45% of the respondents agreed, 12% strongly agreed, 14% were neutral, while 
23% disagreed and 6% strongly disagreed that generally acceptable selection 
criteria for retrenchment are based on the length of service, skills and 
qualifications. 
 
B4.4: 53% of the respondents agreed, 14% strongly agreed, 11% were neutral, while 
16% disagreed and 6% strongly disagreed that the most commonly employed 
selection criteria is that of “last in first out”, often referred to as “LIFO”. 
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 STATEMENT B5: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
 
B5.1: 60% of the respondents agreed, 11% strongly agreed, 19% were neutral, while 
8% disagreed and 2% strongly disagreed that the employer keeps all relevant 
stakeholders informed of the facts that have led to the company to conclude 
that retrenchment is necessary. 
 
B5.2: 62% of the respondents agreed, 7% strongly agreed, 25% were neutral, while 
5% disagreed and 1% strongly disagreed that the provision of relevant 
information is aimed at placing the union in a position to make informed 
representations. 
 
B5.3: 45% of the respondents agreed, 6% strongly agreed, 46% were neutral, while 
3% disagreed and 0% strongly disagreed that relevance is measured against 
the intended purposes for which the information is requested. 
 
B5.4: 30% of the respondents agreed, 5% strongly agreed, 26% were neutral, while 
30% disagreed and 9% strongly disagreed that the employer discloses 
information that is legally privileged. 
 
B5.5: 11% of the respondents agreed, 1% strongly agreed, 16% were neutral, while 
49% disagreed and 23% strongly disagreed that the employer discloses 
confidential and private personal information. 
 
 STATEMENT B6: PREFERENTIAL REHIRING 
 
B6.1: 31% of the respondents agreed, 9% strongly agreed, 25% were neutral, while 
25% disagreed and 10% strongly disagreed that the employer has a policy to 
rehire retrenched employees. 
 
B6.2: 34% of the respondents agreed, 3% strongly agreed, 38% were neutral, while 
20% disagreed and 5% strongly disagreed that the employer rehires 
retrenched employees selectively. 
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B6.3: 31% of the respondents agreed, 4% strongly agreed, 34% were neutral, while 
26% disagreed and 5% strongly disagreed that the employer is obliged to 
offer retrenched employees special training to enable them to become 
capable of fulfilling the tasks of new vacancies. 
 
 STATEMENT B7: AFTERCARE 
 
B7.1:  39% of the respondents agreed, 7% strongly agreed, 31% were neutral, while 
20% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed that the employer assists 
retrenched employees in claiming Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) 
benefits. 
 
B7.2: 12% of the respondents agreed, 3% strongly agreed, 28% were neutral, while 
49% disagreed and 8% strongly disagreed that the employer assists 
retrenched employees in the search for an alternative employment. 
 
B7.3: 47% of the respondents agreed, 15% strongly agreed, 23% were neutral, while 
10% disagreed and 5% strongly disagreed that the employer provides a 
counselling service to assist retrenched employees to come to terms with their 
change in circumstances. 
 
B7.4: 53% of the respondents agreed, 11% strongly agreed, 29% were neutral, while 
4% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed that retrenched employees are 
issued with a certificate of service. 
 
Section B: Individual question totals regarding employee perceptions of their 
retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing 
company in the Eastern Cape. 
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics within Individual Questions 
 
Questions Valid N Mean Minimum Maximum Std.Dev. 
B1.1 100 1.87 1 5 0.81 
B1.2 100 2.47 1 5 1.15 
B1.3 100 2.89 1 5 1.09 
B2.1 100 3.65 1 5 0.99 
B2.2 100 3.66 1 5 1.02 
B2.3 100 3.78 1 5 0.95 
B2.4 100 3.79 2 5 0.83 
B2.5 100 2.74 1 5 1.33 
B3.1 100 3.71 1 5 0.80 
B3.2 100 3.78 1 5 0.97 
B3.3 100 3.73 1 5 0.94 
B3.4 100 3.41 1 5 1.04 
B3.5 100 3.97 1 5 0.85 
B3.6 100 3.79 1 5 0.96 
B3.7 100 3.71 1 5 0.84 
B3.8 100 3.53 1 5 0.89 
B3.9 100 3.18 1 5 1.11 
B3.10 100 3.97 2 5 0.76 
B3.11 100 2.99 1 5 0.97 
B4.1 100 1.80 1 5 0.78 
B4.2 100 1.79 1 5 0.77 
B4.3 100 3.34 1 5 1.14 
B4.4 100 3.53 1 5 1.11 
B5.1 100 3.70 1 5 0.85 
B5.2 100 3.69 1 5 0.72 
B5.3 100 3.54 2 5 0.66 
B5.4 100 2.92 1 5 1.08 
B5.5 100 2.18 1 5 0.95 
B6.1 100 3.04 1 5 1.15 
B6.2 100 3.10 1 5 0.93 
B6.3 100 3.03 1 5 0.97 
B7.1 100 3.27 1 5 0.96 
B7.2 100 2.53 1 5 0.92 
B7.3 100 3.57 1 5 1.03 
B7.4 100 3.65 1 5 0.85 
 
As illustrated in the above table, a certain number of results stand out in this Section. 
(Note: Scores range from 1 - 5) 
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Items that are shown to be below the average mean are indicated below: 
 
B1.1:  My employer uses retrenchment to disguise/cover dismissal for misconduct.  
 Mean = 1.87  
 
B1.2: The Company selects those employees who they think are poor performers. 
 Mean = 2.47 
 
B4.1: My employer chooses employees for retrenchment on the basis of their union 
 membership. Mean = 1.80 
 
B4.2: My employer chooses employees for retrenchment on the basis of their 
 pregnancy. Mean = 1.79 
 
B5.5: My employer discloses confidential and private personal information. Mean = 
 2.18 
 
Items that are shown to be above the average mean are indicated below: 
 
B2.3: The staff committee is entitled to consult on behalf of all monthly paid 
 employees.  Mean = 3.78 
 
B2.4: When my employer contemplates retrenchment of a fixed-term employee, it 
 has an obligation to consult. Mean = 3.79  
 
B3.1: My employer engages in a meaningful joint consensus-seeking process with 
 the relevant stakeholders. Mean = 3.71 
 
B3.2:  The Union can challenge/dispute the merits of the proposal to retrench. Mean 
= 3.78 
 
B3.3: A voluntary severance retrenchment package is offered to employees as an 
 alternative to forced retrenchment. Mean = 3.73 
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B3.5: Employees who have reached normal retirement age at the date of the 
proposed retrenchment may be retired in terms of the rules of the Retirement 
Fund. Mean = 3.97 
 
B3.6: The application of short-time is an acceptable alternative to retrenchment. 
Mean = 3.79 
 
B3.7:  The employer is obliged to facilitate inter-departmental transfers. Mean = 3.71 
 
B3.10: The amount of retrenchment severance pay is linked to the length of service. 
Mean = 3.97 
B5.1: My employer keeps all relevant stakeholders informed of the facts that have 
led to the company to conclude that retrenchment is necessary. Mean = 3.70 
 
Items that are shown to be neutral are indicated below: 
 
B3.11: Employees who unreasonably refuse offers of alternative employment are 
 entitled to severance pay, scoring 31%. 
 
B5.3: Relevance is measured against the intended purposes for which the 
 information  is required, scoring 46%. 
 
B6.2: My employer rehires retrenched employees selectively, scoring 38% 
 
From the above results the following can be noted: 
 
B1.1 - B1.2:  Results show that employees disagree that the employer uses  
  retrenchment to disguise/cover dismissal for misconduct and  
  selects those employees who they think are poor performers. 
 
B4.1 – B4.2: Results indicate that there is significant disagreement that the 
 employer chooses employees for retrenchment on the basis of Union 
 membership  and pregnancy. 
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B5.5: Results indicate that employees disagree that the employer discloses 
 confidential and private personal  information. 
 
B6.2: Results indicate that 46% of the respondents are uncertain about  whether 
the employer rehires retrenched employees selectively. 
 
(TABLE 4.2 Overall scores of the total mean and standard deviation for Descriptive 
Statistics) 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
   
 
Valid N Mean Minimum Maximum Std.Dev. 
Perception of the Retrenchment 
processes and Procedures 100 3.24 1.086 5 0.95 
 
Table 4.2 above shows an overall mean score of 3.24 for employee perception of the 
retrenchment processes and procedures applied in their company. As a percentage, 
the mean score equals (3.24/5*100 = 64.8%) which is a good overall employee 
perception of the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in their company.  
The mean percentage figure of 64.8% reflects that the majority of the employees are 
aware about the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in their company.  
 
 
4.6  DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS WITHIN EMPLOYEE PERCEPTION OF THE 
 RETRENCHMENT PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES APPLIED IN THE 
 MOTOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 
 
The study will use the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Independent T-Test to see 
if there are any significant findings within employee perceptions of the retrenchment 
processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing company and each of 
the demographic variables (gender, race, age in years, educational qualifications, 
working experience and the job level). 
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4.6.1:  Analysis by Gender  
 
The study will now investigate the significance between the gender demographics 
and the perceptions of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an 
Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company using the independent t-test. The 
results are revealed in Table 4.3 below: (see p69) 
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Table 4.3: Statistical Results by Gender Analysis 
 
Questions Mean Mean t-value df p Valid N Valid N Std.Dev. Std.Dev. 
 
Male Female 
   
Male Female Male Female 
B1.1 1.86 1.90 -0.27 98 0.7855 69 31 0.88 0.65 
B1.2 2.42 2.58 -0.64 98 0.5217 69 31 1.21 1.03 
B1.3 2.94 2.77 0.71 98 0.4795 69 31 1.17 0.88 
B2.1 3.84 3.23 2.99 98 0.0035 69 31 0.95 0.96 
B2.2 3.58 3.84 -1.18 98 0.2409 69 31 1.13 0.69 
B2.3 3.87 3.58 1.42 98 0.1602 69 31 0.97 0.89 
B2.4 3.84 3.68 0.91 98 0.3673 69 31 0.90 0.65 
B2.5 2.51 3.26 -2.69 98 0.0084 69 31 1.32 1.21 
B3.1 3.75 3.61 0.82 98 0.4158 69 31 0.81 0.76 
B3.2 3.83 3.68 0.71 98 0.4812 69 31 1.00 0.91 
B3.3 3.81 3.55 1.30 98 0.1974 69 31 0.83 1.15 
B3.4 3.45 3.32 0.56 98 0.5742 69 31 1.08 0.94 
B3.5 3.97 3.97 0.02 98 0.9858 69 31 0.87 0.80 
B3.6 3.88 3.58 1.48 98 0.1432 69 31 0.96 0.92 
B3.7 3.78 3.55 1.29 98 0.2011 69 31 0.89 0.72 
B3.8 3.46 3.68 -1.11 98 0.2706 69 31 0.95 0.75 
B3.9 3.14 3.26 -0.47 98 0.6408 69 31 1.22 0.86 
B3.10 3.97 3.97 0.02 98 0.9842 69 31 0.75 0.80 
B3.11 3.06 2.84 1.05 98 0.2978 69 31 1.01 0.86 
B4.1 1.86 1.68 1.06 98 0.2936 69 31 0.84 0.60 
B4.2 1.83 1.71 0.70 98 0.4868 69 31 0.86 0.53 
B4.3 3.41 3.19 0.86 98 0.3915 69 31 1.10 1.22 
B4.4 3.57 3.45 0.47 98 0.6369 69 31 1.08 1.18 
B5.1 3.71 3.68 0.18 98 0.8592 69 31 0.84 0.87 
B5.2 3.78 3.48 1.94 98 0.0547 69 31 0.74 0.63 
B5.3 3.59 3.42 1.23 98 0.2207 69 31 0.67 0.62 
B5.4 2.99 2.77 0.90 98 0.3679 69 31 1.09 1.06 
B5.5 2.12 2.32 -1.01 98 0.3153 69 31 0.92 1.01 
B6.1 3.04 3.03 0.04 98 0.9644 69 31 1.21 1.05 
B6.2 3.12 3.06 0.26 98 0.7989 69 31 0.99 0.77 
B6.3 3.09 2.90 0.88 98 0.3831 69 31 1.03 0.83 
B7.1 3.32 3.16 0.76 98 0.4518 69 31 0.95 1.00 
B7.2 2.55 2.48 0.34 98 0.7373 69 31 0.96 0.81 
B7.3 3.59 3.52 0.35 98 0.7272 69 31 1.14 0.72 
B7.4 3.74 3.45 1.58 98 0.1162 69 31 0.83 0.85 
Red indicates statistically significant differences (p<0.05) 
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According to the above information in Table 4.3 the p-value (p=0.0035) for B2.1 - 
(my employer consults with all relevant stakeholders when they contemplate 
dismissing employees for operational requirements) and (p=0.0084) for B.2.5 – 
(should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management should consult with 
individual employees) are below the critical p-value of α = 0.05(5%) or significance 
level 0.05, meaning there is no significant difference between the male and female 
response to both statements B2.1and B2.5.  
 
4.6.2:  Analysis by Race 
 
The study will now investigate the significance between the race demographic and 
the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor 
manufacturing company using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. The results 
are revealed in Table 4.4 below: (see p71) 
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Table 4.4: Statistical Results by Race Analysis  
 
Questions SS Effect df Effect MS Effect SS Error 
df 
Error MS Error F p 
B1.1 0.295054 2 0.147527 64.22041 94 0.683196 0.215937 0.806185 
B1.2 2.239645 2 1.119823 125.9872 94 1.340289 0.835508 0.436848 
B1.3 3.743278 2 1.871639 107.5145 94 1.143771 1.636376 0.200181 
B2.1 0.83565 2 0.417825 95.53548 94 1.016335 0.41111 0.6641 
B2.2 4.243486 2 2.121743 90.47816 94 0.962534 2.204331 0.115996 
B2.3 4.035609 2 2.017804 77.24274 94 0.821731 2.455552 0.091304 
B2.4 2.328794 2 1.164397 66.12481 94 0.703455 1.655254 0.196563 
B2.5 14.10634 2 7.05317 156.904 94 1.669191 4.225501 0.017488 
B3.1 5.087155 2 2.543577 57.24274 94 0.608965 4.176884 0.018286 
B3.2 6.653794 2 3.326897 85.79981 94 0.912764 3.64486 0.029884 
B3.3 0.058978 2 0.029489 87.42556 94 0.930059 0.031706 0.968801 
B3.4 2.923806 2 1.461903 102.3958 94 1.089317 1.342037 0.266273 
B3.5 1.544061 2 0.77203 68.4147 94 0.727816 1.060749 0.350303 
B3.6 0.532146 2 0.266073 88.47816 94 0.941257 0.282678 0.754401 
B3.7 5.39981 2 2.699905 64.93009 94 0.690746 3.908682 0.023409 
B3.8 0.884574 2 0.442287 77.30099 94 0.822351 0.537833 0.585799 
B3.9 3.700923 2 1.850461 116.9589 94 1.244243 1.487218 0.231269 
B3.10 0.602192 2 0.301096 56.30502 94 0.59899 0.502673 0.606528 
B3.11 5.22103 2 2.610515 86.77897 94 0.923181 2.82774 0.064188 
B4.1 1.666192 2 0.833096 57.61216 94 0.612895 1.359279 0.261847 
B4.2 1.76413 2 0.882065 56.11216 94 0.596938 1.477649 0.233424 
B4.3 8.62256 2 4.31128 118.4702 94 1.260322 3.420778 0.036809 
B4.4 0.522719 2 0.261359 117.601 94 1.251074 0.208908 0.811846 
B5.1 3.228453 2 1.614227 65.86433 94 0.700684 2.303786 0.105494 
B5.2 1.772374 2 0.886187 47.32041 94 0.503409 1.760373 0.177603 
B5.3 1.304177 2 0.652089 38.88139 94 0.413632 1.576496 0.212114 
B5.4 7.42444 2 3.71222 106.7405 94 1.135537 3.269131 0.042407 
B5.5 1.314827 2 0.657413 85.96352 94 0.914506 0.718873 0.48996 
B6.1 1.386375 2 0.693187 125.3559 94 1.333573 0.519797 0.59634 
B6.2 0.56899 2 0.284495 82.77122 94 0.880545 0.32309 0.724709 
B6.3 1.854158 2 0.927079 89.98089 94 0.957244 0.968488 0.383412 
B7.1 3.073608 2 1.536804 87.95732 94 0.935716 1.642383 0.199022 
B7.2 1.88735 2 0.943675 78.33945 94 0.833398 1.132322 0.32664 
B7.3 0.520216 2 0.260108 101.4179 94 1.078914 0.241083 0.786261 
B7.4 2.041186 2 1.020593 67.73201 94 0.720553 1.416402 0.247714 
Red indicates statistically significant differences (p<0.05) 
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The above information in Table 4.4 shows that the p-values for the following 
statements B2.5 (p=0.0175), B3.1 (p=0183), B3.2 (p=0.0299), B3.7 (p=0.0234), B4.3 
(p=0.0368) and B5.4 (p=0.0424) are below the significant level of 0.05, meaning 
there is a significant difference between different race groups.  
 
According to the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University statistical consultant, 
Africans and Whites differ significantly (p=0.0175) on statement B2.5 that reads 
“should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management should consult with 
individual employees.” On statement B3.1 that reads “my employer engages in a 
meaningful joint consensus-seeking process with the relevant stakeholders”, 
Coloureds and Whites differ significantly (p=0.0416). The statement B3.2 that reads 
“the Union is in a position to challenge/dispute the merits of the proposal to 
retrench”, sees Coloureds and Whites differ significantly (p=0.0317). The statement 
B3.7 that reads “my employer is obliged to facilitate inter-departmental transfers”,   
reveals there is significant difference (of p=0.0418) between Africans and Whites. 
The statement that reads “generally acceptable selection criteria for retrenchment 
are based on length of service, skills and qualification” indicates that Africans and 
Whites differ significantly by (p=0.0397). The statement that reads “my employer 
discloses information that is legally privileged” shows that the Post hoc test used was 
not powerful enough to detect significant differences between different genders. 
 
4.6.3:  Analysis by Age in Years   
 
The study will now investigate the significance between the age demographic and the 
perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing 
company using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. The results are revealed in Table 
4.5 below: (see p73) 
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Table 4.5: Statistical Results by Age in Years Analysis 
  
  
Questions SS Effect 
df 
Effect MS Effect SS Error 
df 
Error MS Error F p 
B1.1 2.580087 2 1.290044 62.72991 97 0.6467 1.99481 0.141582 
B1.2 0.052326 2 0.026163 130.8577 97 1.349048 0.019394 0.980797 
B1.3 5.110087 2 2.555044 112.6799 97 1.161649 2.199498 0.116358 
B2.1 0.828488 2 0.414244 95.92151 97 0.988882 0.418902 0.658953 
B2.2 0.013808 2 0.006904 102.4262 97 1.05594 0.006538 0.993483 
B2.3 0.424535 2 0.212267 88.73547 97 0.914799 0.232037 0.793355 
B2.4 0.438837 2 0.219419 68.15116 97 0.702589 0.3123 0.732495 
B2.5 10.86706 2 5.433532 164.3729 97 1.694566 3.206444 0.044829 
B3.1 0.587558 2 0.293779 62.00244 97 0.6392 0.459604 0.632902 
B3.2 2.238488 2 1.119244 90.92151 97 0.937335 1.19407 0.307399 
B3.3 3.543576 2 1.771788 84.16642 97 0.867695 2.041947 0.135317 
B3.4 0.316134 2 0.158067 105.8739 97 1.091483 0.144818 0.865366 
B3.5 0.10125 2 0.050625 70.80875 97 0.729987 0.069351 0.933046 
B3.6 0.078372 2 0.039186 90.51163 97 0.93311 0.041995 0.958892 
B3.7 0.660233 2 0.330116 69.92977 97 0.720925 0.457906 0.633967 
B3.8 0.425814 2 0.212907 78.48419 97 0.809115 0.263136 0.769185 
B3.9 0.940552 2 0.470276 121.8194 97 1.255871 0.374462 0.688649 
B3.10 0.45 2 0.225 56.46 97 0.582062 0.386557 0.680434 
B3.11 0.298256 2 0.149128 92.69174 97 0.955585 0.156059 0.855723 
B4.1 0.480785 2 0.240392 59.51922 97 0.6136 0.391774 0.676922 
B4.2 2.523023 2 1.261512 56.06698 97 0.57801 2.182508 0.118265 
B4.3 4.696134 2 2.348067 123.7439 97 1.27571 1.840596 0.164223 
B4.4 10.60523 2 5.302616 110.3048 97 1.137163 4.663024 0.011652 
B5.1 0.450581 2 0.225291 70.54942 97 0.727314 0.309757 0.734348 
B5.2 1.085233 2 0.542616 50.30477 97 0.518606 1.046298 0.355165 
B5.3 2.12593 2 1.062965 40.71407 97 0.419733 2.532481 0.084705 
B5.4 1.468256 2 0.734128 113.8917 97 1.174142 0.625246 0.537272 
B5.5 1.418459 2 0.70923 87.34154 97 0.900428 0.787658 0.457796 
B6.1 3.534302 2 1.767151 128.3057 97 1.322739 1.335979 0.267694 
B6.2 2.263343 2 1.131672 82.73666 97 0.852955 1.326765 0.270106 
B6.3 1.872209 2 0.936105 91.03779 97 0.938534 0.997412 0.372583 
B7.1 0.35314 2 0.17657 91.35686 97 0.941823 0.187477 0.829348 
B7.2 5.977326 2 2.988663 76.93267 97 0.79312 3.768234 0.026542 
B7.3 1.129884 2 0.564942 103.3801 97 1.065774 0.530076 0.590255 
B7.4 1.86218 2 0.93109 68.88782 97 0.710184 1.311055 0.274268 
Red indicates statistically significant differences (p<0.05) 
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The above information in Table 4.5 shows that the p-values for the following statements 
B2.5 (p=0.0448), B4.4 (p=0.0117) and B7.2 (p=0.0265) are below the significant level of 
0.05, meaning there is a significant difference in response between the age groups of the 
sample. 
  
According to the statistics, the Post hoc test used was not powerful enough to detect 
significant differences between different age groups for statement B2.5 that reads “should a 
deadlock be reached with the Union, management should consult with individual 
employees.”  The statement B4.4 that reads “the most commonly employed selection 
criteria is that of „last in first out‟, often referred to as „LIFO‟ indicates that 20-39 years group 
differs significantly from both 40-49 years group by (p=0.0429) and 50+ group by 
(p=0.0275). The statement B7.2 that reads “my employer assists retrenched employees in 
the search for an alternative employment” indicates that the 20-39 age group differs 
significantly from 50+ years group by (p=0.0266). 
 
4.6.4:  Analysis by Educational Qualifications 
 
The study will now investigate the significance between the educational qualifications 
demographic and the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the 
motor manufacturing company using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. The results are 
revealed in Table 4.6 below: (see p75) 
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Table 4.6: Statistical Results by Educational Qualifications Analysis 
 
Questions SS Effect 
df 
Effect MS Effect SS Error 
df 
Error MS Error F p 
B1.1 1.141632 4 0.285408 64.16837 95 0.675457 0.422541 0.792021 
B1.2 10.92858 4 2.732146 119.9814 95 1.262962 2.163284 0.079006 
B1.3 10.7741 4 2.693526 107.0159 95 1.126483 2.391093 0.056114 
B2.1 5.852791 4 1.463198 90.89721 95 0.956813 1.529242 0.199908 
B2.2 9.568885 4 2.392221 92.87112 95 0.977591 2.447058 0.051568 
B2.3 0.24137 4 0.060343 88.91863 95 0.935986 0.06447 0.992235 
B2.4 2.189776 4 0.547444 66.40022 95 0.69895 0.783238 0.538835 
B2.5 15.16035 4 3.790087 160.0797 95 1.685049 2.249244 0.069462 
B3.1 5.745172 4 1.436293 56.84483 95 0.598367 2.400356 0.055336 
B3.2 1.389661 4 0.347415 91.77034 95 0.966004 0.359642 0.836738 
B3.3 5.037422 4 1.259356 82.67258 95 0.870238 1.44714 0.224553 
B3.4 11.36219 4 2.840547 94.82781 95 0.998187 2.845705 0.028155 
B3.5 3.635541 4 0.908885 67.27446 95 0.708152 1.28346 0.281998 
B3.6 5.738365 4 1.434591 84.85163 95 0.893175 1.60617 0.179089 
B3.7 4.228528 4 1.057132 66.36147 95 0.698542 1.513341 0.204479 
B3.8 2.323883 4 0.580971 76.58612 95 0.80617 0.720656 0.579911 
B3.9 5.267673 4 1.316918 117.4923 95 1.236761 1.064812 0.378331 
B3.10 3.282832 4 0.820708 53.62717 95 0.564497 1.453876 0.222432 
B3.11 0.591567 4 0.147892 92.39843 95 0.972615 0.152056 0.96165 
B4.1 4.645186 4 1.161296 55.35481 95 0.582682 1.993018 0.10179 
B4.2 3.899449 4 0.974862 54.69055 95 0.57569 1.693381 0.157926 
B4.3 12.30238 4 3.075596 116.1376 95 1.222501 2.515822 0.046475 
B4.4 2.541229 4 0.635307 118.3688 95 1.245987 0.509883 0.728579 
B5.1 0.960054 4 0.240013 70.03995 95 0.737263 0.325547 0.860209 
B5.2 0.063847 4 0.015962 51.32615 95 0.540275 0.029544 0.998289 
B5.3 0.744225 4 0.186056 42.09578 95 0.443113 0.419884 0.793936 
B5.4 1.548998 4 0.38725 113.811 95 1.198011 0.323244 0.861768 
B5.5 4.302156 4 1.075539 84.45784 95 0.88903 1.209789 0.311814 
B6.1 7.139373 4 1.784843 124.7006 95 1.312638 1.359737 0.253779 
B6.2 1.989939 4 0.497485 83.01006 95 0.87379 0.569341 0.685504 
B6.3 3.902447 4 0.975612 89.00755 95 0.936922 1.041295 0.390142 
B7.1 3.179906 4 0.794976 88.53009 95 0.931896 0.853075 0.495198 
B7.2 1.885728 4 0.471432 81.02427 95 0.852887 0.552748 0.697473 
B7.3 3.755917 4 0.938979 100.7541 95 1.060569 0.885354 0.475859 
B7.4 3.318801 4 0.8297 67.4312 95 0.709802 1.168918 0.32949 
Red indicates statistically significant differences (p<0.05) 
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The above information in Table 4.6 shows that the p-values for the following statements 
B3.4 (p=0.0282) and B4.3 (p=0.0465) are below the significant level of 0.05, meaning there 
is a significant difference between the respondents based on their educational qualifications.  
 
Table 4.6 reveals that Trade qualifications group differs significantly from Post graduate 
group by (p=0.0406) on the statement B3.4 that reads “to avoid retrenchment, employee are 
willing to accept temporary lay-offs.” The Post hoc test used was not powerful enough to 
detect significant differences between different educational qualifications on statement B4.3 
that reads “generally acceptable selection criteria for retrenchment are based on length of 
service, skills and qualifications.” 
 
4.6.5:  Analysis by Years of Experience 
 
The study will now investigate the significance between the work experience demographic 
and the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor 
manufacturing company using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. The results are 
revealed in Table 4.7 below: (see p77) 
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Table 4.7: Statistical Results by Years of Experience Analysis 
 
Questions SS Effect 
df 
Effect MS Effect SS Error 
df 
Error MS Error F p 
B1.1 2.015427 2 1.007713 63.29457 97 0.652521 1.544338 0.218655 
B1.2 0.588686 2 0.294343 130.3213 97 1.343519 0.219084 0.803651 
B1.3 0.850837 2 0.425418 116.9392 97 1.205558 0.352881 0.703559 
B2.1 2.880762 2 1.440381 93.86924 97 0.967724 1.488421 0.230838 
B2.2 3.679588 2 1.839794 98.76041 97 1.018149 1.807 0.169627 
B2.3 0.976116 2 0.488058 88.18388 97 0.909112 0.536851 0.586313 
B2.4 2.471007 2 1.235503 66.11899 97 0.681639 1.812548 0.168723 
B2.5 1.074554 2 0.537277 174.1654 97 1.79552 0.299232 0.742069 
B3.1 0.660579 2 0.330289 61.92942 97 0.638448 0.517332 0.597744 
B3.2 1.787787 2 0.893893 91.37221 97 0.941982 0.94895 0.390712 
B3.3 0.524613 2 0.262306 87.18539 97 0.898818 0.291835 0.747546 
B3.4 1.473916 2 0.736958 104.7161 97 1.079547 0.682655 0.507684 
B3.5 2.194864 2 1.097432 68.71514 97 0.708403 1.549163 0.217635 
B3.6 2.329752 2 1.164876 88.26025 97 0.909899 1.280225 0.282629 
B3.7 0.204613 2 0.102306 70.38539 97 0.725623 0.140991 0.868675 
B3.8 0.12252 2 0.06126 78.78748 97 0.812242 0.075421 0.927407 
B3.9 0.402073 2 0.201036 122.3579 97 1.261422 0.159373 0.852901 
B3.10 3.779533 2 1.889766 53.13047 97 0.547737 3.450136 0.035688 
B3.11 0.126025 2 0.063012 92.86398 97 0.957361 0.065819 0.936342 
B4.1 2.989212 2 1.494606 57.01079 97 0.58774 2.542971 0.083865 
B4.2 2.947633 2 1.473817 55.64237 97 0.573633 2.569269 0.081796 
B4.3 4.129441 2 2.064721 124.3106 97 1.281552 1.611109 0.204963 
B4.4 2.582932 2 1.291466 118.3271 97 1.219867 1.058695 0.350882 
B5.1 2.304969 2 1.152484 68.69503 97 0.708196 1.627352 0.201766 
B5.2 0.002749 2 0.001375 51.38725 97 0.529765 0.002595 0.997409 
B5.3 0.053468 2 0.026734 42.78653 97 0.441098 0.060608 0.941227 
B5.4 2.378503 2 1.189251 112.9815 97 1.164758 1.021029 0.364062 
B5.5 4.910736 2 2.455368 83.84926 97 0.864425 2.840462 0.063267 
B6.1 6.131729 2 3.065865 125.7083 97 1.295962 2.365706 0.099279 
B6.2 2.798104 2 1.399052 82.2019 97 0.847442 1.650911 0.19722 
B6.3 0.584926 2 0.292463 92.32507 97 0.951805 0.307272 0.736164 
B7.1 1.111079 2 0.555539 90.59892 97 0.934009 0.59479 0.553678 
B7.2 1.873844 2 0.936922 81.03616 97 0.835424 1.121493 0.32998 
B7.3 1.257303 2 0.628652 103.2527 97 1.064461 0.590582 0.555984 
B7.4 0.048823 2 0.024412 70.70118 97 0.728878 0.033492 0.967074 
Red indicates statistically significant differences (p<0.05) 
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The above information in Table 4.7 shows that the p-value for the following statement B3.10 
(p=0.0357) is below the significant level of 0.05, meaning there is a significant difference 
between the respondents based on the working experience.  
 
Although there is significant difference of (p=0.35688) for statement B3.10 that reads “the 
amount of retrenchment severance pay is linked to the length of service”, according to 
statistical consultant, the Post hoc test used was not powerful enough to detect significant 
differences. 
 
4.6.6:  Analysis by Occupational Level (Band/Skill level) 
 
The study will now investigate the significance between occupational level demographic and 
the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor 
manufacturing company using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. The results are 
revealed in Table 4.8 below: (see p79) 
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Table 4.8 Statistical Results by Occupational Level Analysis 
 
Questions SS Effect 
df 
Effect MS Effect SS Error 
df 
Error MS Error F p 
B1.1 1.614706 3 0.538235 63.69529 96 0.663493 0.811215 0.49071 
B1.2 13.61471 3 4.538235 117.2953 96 1.221826 3.714306 0.014121 
B1.3 6.094402 3 2.031467 111.6956 96 1.163496 1.746003 0.16277 
B2.1 4.743359 3 1.58112 92.00664 96 0.958403 1.649745 0.183054 
B2.2 8.544326 3 2.848109 93.89567 96 0.97808 2.911939 0.038361 
B2.3 0.902467 3 0.300822 88.25753 96 0.919349 0.327212 0.805677 
B2.4 3.214516 3 1.071505 65.37548 96 0.680995 1.573442 0.200836 
B2.5 11.28691 3 3.762302 163.9531 96 1.707845 2.202953 0.092698 
B3.1 2.138159 3 0.71272 60.45184 96 0.629707 1.131828 0.340188 
B3.2 3.325617 3 1.108539 89.83438 96 0.935775 1.184621 0.319764 
B3.3 3.810417 3 1.270139 83.89958 96 0.873954 1.453325 0.232201 
B3.4 3.676338 3 1.225446 102.5137 96 1.067851 1.147582 0.333973 
B3.5 0.582258 3 0.194086 70.32774 96 0.732581 0.264935 0.850511 
B3.6 4.723359 3 1.574453 85.86664 96 0.894444 1.760258 0.159956 
B3.7 4.713757 3 1.571252 65.87624 96 0.686211 2.289752 0.083237 
B3.8 0.357476 3 0.119159 78.55252 96 0.818255 0.145625 0.932255 
B3.9 0.645617 3 0.215206 122.1144 96 1.272025 0.169183 0.916946 
B3.10 4.040512 3 1.346837 52.86949 96 0.550724 2.445577 0.068585 
B3.11 3.021879 3 1.007293 89.96812 96 0.937168 1.074826 0.36355 
B4.1 0.265693 3 0.088564 59.73431 96 0.622232 0.142333 0.934345 
B4.2 1.051822 3 0.350607 57.53818 96 0.599356 0.584973 0.626299 
B4.3 7.429032 3 2.476344 121.011 96 1.260531 1.964525 0.124467 
B4.4 3.905218 3 1.301739 117.0048 96 1.2188 1.06805 0.366421 
B5.1 0.126983 3 0.042328 70.87302 96 0.738261 0.057334 0.981865 
B5.2 1.230455 3 0.410152 50.15954 96 0.522495 0.784987 0.50517 
B5.3 1.567287 3 0.522429 41.27271 96 0.429924 1.215165 0.308463 
B5.4 1.506679 3 0.502226 113.8533 96 1.185972 0.423472 0.736597 
B5.5 3.681025 3 1.227008 85.07898 96 0.886239 1.384511 0.252201 
B6.1 4.980645 3 1.660215 126.8594 96 1.321452 1.256357 0.2938 
B6.2 4.087856 3 1.362619 80.91214 96 0.842835 1.616709 0.190559 
B6.3 0.583776 3 0.194592 92.32622 96 0.961731 0.202335 0.894546 
B7.1 2.360512 3 0.786837 89.34949 96 0.930724 0.845404 0.472363 
B7.2 6.070873 3 2.023624 76.83913 96 0.800408 2.528242 0.061881 
B7.3 5.873226 3 1.957742 98.63677 96 1.027466 1.905407 0.133864 
B7.4 3.273491 3 1.091164 67.47651 96 0.70288 1.552418 0.206018 
Red indicates statistically significant differences (p<0.05) 
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The above information in Table 4.8 shows that the p-values for the following statements 
B1.2 (p=0.0141) and B2.2 (p=0.0384) are below the significant level of 0.05, meaning there 
is a significant difference between the respondents based on the job they occupied.  
According to the statistical consultant, Skill level (2-5) differs significantly from Band 6 by 
(p=0.0189) on statement B1.2 that reads “the company selects those employees who they 
think are poor performers.” 
 
Skill level (2-5) again differs significantly from Band 5 by (p=0.0442) on statement B2.2 that 
reads “NUMSA is entitled to consult on behalf of all employees, even those falling outside 
the bargaining unit for which the union is recognised.” 
 
By way of summary, gender was the only variable that used Independent T-Test and all 
other variables used Analysis of Variance.  
 
In terms of gender, the male and female responses were found to have no significant 
difference on statements B2.1 that reads “my employer consults with all relevant 
stakeholders when they contemplate dismissing employees for operational requirements” 
and B2.5 that reads “should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management should 
consult with individual employees.”  
 
According to race, Coloureds and Whites had significant differences on statements B3.1 
that reads “my employer engages in a meaningful joint consensus-seeking process with the 
relevant stakeholders” and B3.2 that reads “the Union is in a position to challenge/dispute 
the merits of the proposal to retrench” whilst African and Whites had significant differences 
on statements B2.5 that reads “should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management 
should consult with individual employees”, B3.7 that reads “my employer is obliged to 
facilitate inter-departmental transfers” and B4.3 that reads “generally acceptable selection 
criteria for retrenchment are based on length of service, skills and qualifications.” There was 
no significant difference between Coloureds and Africans on these latter items.  
 
In terms of age, the 20-39 group differed significantly from the 40-49 and from the 50+ 
groups on statements B4.4 that reads “the most commonly employed selection criteria is 
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that of “last in first out”, often referred to as „LIFO‟ and B7.2 that reads “my employer assists 
retrenched employees in the search for an alternative employment.”  
 
In terms of educational qualification, trade qualification group differed significantly from post 
qualification group on statement B3.4 that reads “to avoid retrenchment, employees are 
willing to accept temporary lay-offs.”  
 
According to working experience, there was no test results with significant differences 
found.  
 
In terms of job occupational level, skill level 2-5 differed significantly from both Band 6 and 
Band 5 on statements B1.2 that reads “the company selects those employees who they 
think are poor performers” and B2.2 that reads “NUMSA is entitled to consult on behalf of all 
employees, even those falling outside the bargaining unit which the union is recognised” 
respectively. 
 
 
4.7 CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter served to document the results of the research study conducted on the 
permanent employees of an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company. The 
documentation of the results included the interpretation of the results using statistical 
calculations and the presentation of the results using both graphs and tables. 
 
In this study the response rate was identified and plotted in the form of a table and a pie 
chart while the demographical variables were examined and illustrated with the use of pie 
charts only.   
 
Section B of the questionnaire was analysed and the individual questions in each 
component were interpreted and then the overall aggregated scores regarding retrenchment 
processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company were 
examined. Lastly, the descriptive statistics regarding employee perception of the 
retrenchment procedures and processes applied in the motor manufacturing company and 
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the demographic variables were analysed and interpreted. 
The next and final chapter will focus on the conclusions and recommendations arising out of 
the results of the empirical survey, literature review and the identified sub-problems. 
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5. CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In this final chapter, a summary of the main findings of the study will be presented. 
The researcher will make recommendations based on the findings of the study in 
terms of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company. Also, the objectives, main problem and sub-problems will 
be discussed as well as the problems and limitations experienced during the study. 
Future research study related to this topic is suggested. 
 
The main objective of this study was as follows: 
 
To investigate whether the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an 
Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company are compliant with the legislative 
framework. 
 
To assist the researcher with the resolution to this problem, the following sub-
problems were identified:   
 
 To what extent does the selected motor manufacturing company‟s retrenchment 
processes and procedures comply with the legislative framework? 
 What does literature suggests as the best-practice for retrenchment procedure? 
 How does the selected motor manufacturing company‟s retrenchment policy 
compare with the best practice as discussed in the literature study? 
 
The initial sub-problem was addressed in Chapter Four, where the interview 
questionnaires were distributed to the respondents and administered. The next sub-
problem was addressed in Chapter Two, where different theoretical strategies were 
discussed. In this chapter, the third sub-problem will be resolved by putting forward 
recommendations that are based on the literature review and the results in Chapter 
Four. By solving the three sub-problems, the main problem would therefore be 
resolved.  
5.2 THE PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS 
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There were no major problems encountered during the course of this study. The 
researcher got the full support of the management team, salary staff, Union 
representatives and production operators in an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing 
company. The research was only conducted in a single Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company and the conclusions and recommendations are only 
applicable to this selected motor manufacturing company. There was only one 
restraint that was imposed on the researcher by management and that was not 
mentioning the name of the organisation under study. 
 
 
5.3 THE FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH STUDY 
 
The results of this research reveal the following: 
 
Conducting a fair and proper retrenchment process: The results discussed in 
Chapter Four revealed that 82% of the respondents do not agree that the company 
uses retrenchment to disguise/cover dismissal for misconduct and 60% do not agree 
that the company selects those employees who they think are poor performers. 
Based on these results the respondents believe that the company conducts a fair 
and proper retrenchment process.   
 
Parties to be consulted: The study indicates that at least 69% of the respondents 
believe that the employer consults with all the relevant stakeholders when it 
contemplates dismissing employees for operational requirements, however, 50% of 
the respondents do not agree that when deadlock is reached, management consults 
with individual employees. However, in general the employer consults with all the 
relevant stakeholders when it contemplates dismissing employees for operational 
requirements 
 
The consulting process: The results of the study show that the majority of the 
respondents (71%) believe that employer engages in a meaningful joint consensus-
seeking process with the relevant stakeholders. 76% of the respondents agree that 
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that the Union is in a better position to challenge/dispute the merits of the proposal to 
retrench. 74% of the respondents agree that the Union can challenge/dispute the 
merits of the proposal to retrench. 80% of the respondents agree that employees 
who have reached normal retirement age at the date of the proposed retrenchment 
may be retired in terms of the rules of the Retirement Fund. 79% of the respondents 
agree that the implementation of short-time is an acceptable alternative to 
retrenchment. 75% of the respondents agree that the employer is obliged to facilitate 
inter-departmental transfers. 60% of the respondents agree the employer is obliged 
to change the timing of retrenchment when a good reason is provided for doing so. 
82% of respondents agree that the amount of retrenchment severance pay is linked 
to the length of service. The above results illustrate that the employer follows the 
right consulting process when it contemplates dismissing employees for operational 
requirements.  
 
Selection criteria: The study shows that 90 % of the respondents believe that the 
employer does not select employees for retrenchment on the basis of their union 
membership or their pregnancy. 67% of the respondents believe that „LIFO‟ is the 
most commonly employed selection criteria and 57% believe that the length of 
service, skills and qualifications are generally acceptable selection criteria for 
retrenchment. These results indicate that the employer uses fair selection criteria 
and does not unfairly discriminate employees based on the arbitrary grounds. 
 
Disclosure of information: These results show that 69% of the respondents believe 
that the proviso of relevant information is aimed at placing the union in a position to 
make informed representations and 71% of the respondents do not believe that the 
employer discloses confidential and private personal information. Based on the 
above results, the respondents are aware about what information to share and 
disclose and for what purposes. 
 
Preferential rehiring: The results show that 40% of the respondents agree that the 
employer has a policy to rehire retrenched employees, while 25% of the respondents 
are uncertain and 35% of the respondents do not agree with the statement. 37% of 
the respondents agree that the employer rehires retrenched employees selectively 
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and 38% of the respondents were uncertain as to whether the employer rehires 
employer rehires retrenched employees selectively. 35% of the respondents agree 
that the employer is obliged to offer retrenched employees special training to enable 
them to become capable of fulfilling the tasks of new vacancies, while 34% of the 
respondents are uncertain and 31% of the respondents do not agree with the 
statement. Based on the above results, on average 37% of the respondents tend to 
agree with all the statements, while 32% of the respondents are uncertain and 30% 
of the respondents do not agree with the statements.  
 
Aftercare: The study shows that 46% of the respondents believe that the employer 
assists retrenched employees in claiming (UIF) benefits and 64% of the respondents 
agree that the retrenched employees are issued with a certificate of service. 62% of 
the respondents agree that the employer provides counselling services to assist 
retrenched employees to come to terms with their change in circumstances and 57% 
of the respondents believe that the employer does not assists retrenched employees 
in the search for an alternative employment. In terms of this dimension, there is no 
strong indication that the employer assists retrenched employees in claiming UIF 
benefits. 
 
The study continued to statistically compare the different demographics to see how 
they influence the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern 
Cape motor manufacturing company.  According to Wegner (2010:266) a smaller p-
value indicates a low probability of observing the computed sample statistics if the 
null hypothesis were true and this provides stronger evidence to reject H0 in favour of 
H1. Similarly, a large p-value indicates a high chance of observing the computed 
sample statistics if the null hypothesis were true and the sample evidence therefore 
tends to support H0.  
 
As part of the statistical procedures, the researcher used the Independent T-Test to 
consider significant differences in the two population means across a number of 
variables (e.g. gender, race, age, educational qualifications, years of experience, 
and occupational level in the company). 
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For each of the variables (dimensions) the null hypothesis (H0) suggested that for the 
specific dimension there would be a statistically significant difference between the 
pertinent dimension and the perceptions of the retrenchment processes in the 
company. 
 
In the case of each variable the p-value is less that 0.50 and thus the relevant null 
hypothesis can be rejected and the alternative hypothesis can be accepted. 
 
The following hypotheses were formulated: 
 
H1: the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company are compliant. 
H0: the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company are not compliant. 
 
In this study, the following statistical hypothesis was formulated: 
Claim: p ≤ 0.5 
 
H0: p ≤ 0.5 
H1: p > 0.5 
 
Reject H0 at 5% significance level, if p is less than 0.5 
 
The null hypothesis will be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis if the 
statistical evidence points towards the true population parameter being only 
significantly greater that the null hypothesis value. In terms of the study, if the p-
value on the T-test is equal to or less than 0.50 it will mean that the null hypothesis 
can be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis. Thus one can accept that the 
retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company are compliant with the legislative framework.  
 
In terms of gender, there is a statistically significant difference on the statement that 
says, „my employer consults with all the relevant stakeholders when it contemplates 
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dismissing employees for operational requirements,‟ and again on the statement that 
says „should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management should consult 
with individual employees.‟ The majority (33/35 = 94.29%) of the respondents 
indicate that there is no statistically significant difference between gender 
demographic and the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied 
in the motor manufacturing company. In general there is no statistically significant 
difference between gender demographic and the perception of retrenchment 
processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing company. The overall 
average of p-values is equal to 0.4447 and the null hypothesis is therefore rejected. 
 
In terms of race, there is a statistically significant difference on the statements that 
read: „should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management should consult 
with individual employees.‟; „my employer engages in a meaningful joint consensus-
seeking process with the relevant stakeholders‟; „the Union is in a position to 
challenge/dispute the merits of the proposal to retrench.‟; „my employer is obliged to 
facilitate inter-departmental transfers.‟; „generally acceptable selection criteria for 
retrenchment are based on length of service, skills and qualifications.‟ and „my 
employer discloses information that is legally privileged‟. The response of the 
majority of the respondents (29/35 = 82.86%) showed that there is no statistically 
significant difference between race demographic and the perception of retrenchment 
processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing company. In general 
there is no statistically significant difference between race demographic and the 
perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor 
manufacturing company. The overall average of p-values is equal to 0.3447 and the 
null hypothesis is therefore rejected. 
 
In terms of age in years there is a statistically significant difference on the statements 
that read: „should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management should 
consult with individual employees.‟; „the most commonly employed selection a 
criterion is that of „last in first out‟, often referred to as „LIFO‟.” and „my employer 
assists retrenched employees in the search for an alternative employment.‟ The 
response of the majority of the respondents (32/35 = 91.43%) showed that there is 
no statistically significant difference between the age in years demographic and the 
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perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor 
manufacturing company. In general there is no statistically significant difference 
between age in years demographic and the perception of retrenchment processes 
and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing company. The overall average of 
p-values is equal to 0.5055. In view of the fact that the p-value is ever so slightly 
above the 0.5 mark, the null hypothesis is nevertheless rejected.  
 
In terms of educational qualifications there is a statistically significant difference on 
the statements that read: „to avoid retrenchment, employees are willing to accept 
temporary lay-offs.‟and „generally acceptable selection criteria for retrenchment are 
based on length of service, skills and qualifications.‟ The majority (33/35 = 94.29%) 
of the respondents indicate that there is no statistically significant difference between 
the educational qualifications demographic and the perception of retrenchment 
processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing company. In general 
there is no statistically significant difference between educational qualification 
demographic and the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied 
in the motor manufacturing company. The overall average of p-values is equal to 
0.4263 and the null hypothesis is therefore rejected. 
 
In terms of years of experience there is a statistically significant difference on the 
statements that reads: „the amount of retrenchment severance pay is linked to the 
length of service.‟ The majority of the respondents (34/35 = 97.14%) revealed that 
there is no statistically significant difference between years of experience 
demographic and the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied 
in the motor manufacturing company. In general there is no statistically significant 
difference between years of experience demographic and the perception of 
retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing 
company. The overall average of p-values is equal to 0.4776 and the null hypothesis 
is therefore rejected. 
 
In terms of occupational level there is a statistically significant difference on the 
statements that read: „the company selects those employees who they think are poor 
performers.‟ and „the company selects those employees who they think are poor 
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performers.‟ The majority of the respondents (33/35 = 94.29%) showed that there is 
no statistically significant difference between the occupational level demographic and 
the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor 
manufacturing company. In general there is no statistically significant difference 
between occupational level demographic and the perception of retrenchment 
processes and procedures applied in the motor manufacturing company. The overall 
average of p-values is equal to 0.3908 and the null hypothesis is therefore rejected. 
 
Based on the above findings, the average majority of the respondents (92.38%) 
showed that there is no statistically significant difference between the different 
demographic variables and the perception of the retrenchment processes and 
procedures applied in the motor manufacturing company. The overall average of p-
values supports the rejection of the null hypotheses. Therefore, the alternative 
hypothesis that claims that the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in 
the Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company are compliant with the legislative 
framework is supported.   
 
 
5.4 SUGGESTIONS FROM THE LITERATURE STUDY 
 
In South Africa the issue of retrenchment is exacerbated by high unemployment and 
retrenchment becomes not only a business issue but also a social one since it adds 
to the problem of unemployment which may be regarded as directly contributing to 
the high crime rate in this country. 
 
The consultation process between the employer and the employees, as argued by 
Basson et al (2009:161), is at the heart of procedural fairness in the case of 
dismissal for operational requirements.  Section 189(3) of the LRA does not specify 
as to when the notice of invitation is to be issued but requires the employer to 
consult when the employer contemplates dismissing one or more employees for 
reasons based on the employer‟s operational requirements. It is important for the 
organisations contemplating dismissals for operational requirements to give notice 
thereof as soon as possible.  
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Van Niekerk et al (2008:271) argued that an employer must try to establish a fair 
reason for dismissal and all that is needed for an employer to establish substantive 
fairness is to demonstrate that it had bona fide reasons to retrench and the decision 
is commercially rational. 
 
Grogan (2010:376) and Van Niekerk et al (2008:280) concurred that when an 
organisation contemplates dismissing one or more employees for reasons based on 
the employer's operational requirements, before retrenching, employers must consult 
as follows:  
 
(f) Persons whom the employer is required to consult in terms of a collective 
 agreement.  
(g) If there is no collective agreement requiring consultation, the employer must 
 consult a workplace forum.  
(h) If the employees likely to be affected by the proposed dismissals are 
 employed in a workplace where there is a workplace forum, as well as any 
 registered trade union whose members are likely to be affected by the 
 proposed dismissals. Both workplace forum and registered trade union have 
 equal claim to be consulted.  
(i) If there is no such workplace forum, the employer must consult any 
 recognised registered trade union.  
(j) If there is no such trade union the employer must consult the employees likely 
 to be affected by the proposed dismissals or their representatives nominated 
 for that purpose.  
 
The consultation process between the employer and employees is at the heart of the 
procedural fairness. Grogan (2010:379) pronounced that the parties to the 
consultation process must attempt to reach consensus on appropriate measures to 
avoid dismissal, appropriate measures to minimise dismissal, appropriate measures 
to change the timing of dismissal, appropriate measures to mitigate the adverse 
effects of dismissals. Consulting parties must ensure that they apply a method that is 
fair and objective when selecting employees to be dismissed. When the consulting 
parties are concluding their discussion, they must look at ways of softening the blow 
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by paying the employees a reasonable severance. The retrenchment separation 
package should be lucrative because it is the last payment the employees receive 
from the employer. 
 
The employer is obliged to consult on the selection criteria. Du toit et al (2006:438) 
advised that in the absence of agreement on selection criteria, an employer must 
apply fair and objective criteria when selecting employees for dismissal. This 
requirement precludes an employer from applying capricious or subjective criteria, 
and certainly excludes the application of any criteria that would amount to an 
infringement of a fundamental right. To choose employees for retrenchment on the 
basis of their union membership, sex, pregnancy, age or some other discriminatory 
ground would certainly result in an unfair retrenchment and may constitute an 
automatically unfair dismissal.  
 
Bendix (2010:440) emphasised that that Unions favour the adoption of LIFO principle 
because it rewards length of service and it prevents any type of favouritism or 
discrimination against union members. 
 
The proviso of appropriate information is aimed at placing the employees or their 
representatives in a position to make informed representations and suggestions on 
the subjects for mandatory consultation. Grogan (2010:388) argued that sufficient 
consultation is impossible if one of the parties is kept in the dark about the facts that 
have led the employer to conclude that retrenchment is necessary. It is impossible to 
lay down any precise test for determining which information is relevant in a particular 
retrenchment, or for determining which information is adequate. Both relevance and 
adequacy must be measured against the intended purposes for which the 
information is requested. Information regarding the financial state of the company, 
for example, may not be relevant if the employer does not claim to be retrenching 
because it is financially strained. The other party‟s right to demand relevant 
information is restricted and according to Section 189(4) of LRA, read in conjunction 
with Section 16, employers are exempted from disclosing information that is either 
legally privileged or which cannot be disclosed contrary to the law, or which is 
confidential and, if disclosed, may cause substantial harm to an employee or the 
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employer, or which is private in relation to an employee who has not given consent 
to disclosure.  
 
According to the LRA Code of Good Practice on Dismissal Based on Operational 
Requirement, the dismissed employees should be given preference if the employer 
again hires employees with comparable qualifications.  
 
Whenever dismissal for operational requirements or redundancies has been 
effected, Bendix (2010:444) alluded that it is essential that all the necessary 
assistance be given to employees in claiming UIF and other benefits. Even if the 
paperwork has been done before the actual retrenchments, there will invariably be 
queries and problems. Also, employers should fulfill their promise of assistance in 
the search for alternative employment. 
 
The most significant change brought about by Section 189A, as Du Toit et al 
(2006:442) highlighted, is the introduction of a right to strike in disputes about 
fairness of the reason for dismissals based on operational requirements and a 
corresponding right to lock-out. 
 
 
5.5  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the results of the empirical study, it was evident that the company 
conducts fair and proper retrenchment processes and procedures, consults with all 
the relevant stakeholders, follows the right consulting process when it contemplated 
dismissing employees for operational requirements, uses fair selection criteria and 
does not unfairly discriminate against employees based on arbitrary grounds. In 
respect of disclosure of information, the respondents were aware about what 
information is shared and disclosed and for what purposes. The company is thus in 
step with the requirements of accepted practice, as indicated in the various sources 
consulted, and summarized in Section 5.4 above. 
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Supported by the descriptive statistical findings of the research study, the overall 
standard deviation (95%) lies within two standard deviations of the mean and the 
average percentage scores achieved for the different demographics (92.38%) and 
the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in the motor 
manufacturing company. Wegner (2010:129) states that the standard deviation gives 
more insight into the spread of all the data values about the mean than any other 
measure of spread and it is a relatively stable measure of dispersion across different 
samples of the same random sample. Dispersion refers to the extent to which the 
data values scatter about their central location value and is a measure of data 
variability. A high concentration of data values about the central location indicates 
high reliability and greater confidence in the representativeness of the central 
location value (Wegner, 2010:121). In addition, the responses on the demographic 
variables and the perception of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in 
the motor manufacturing company tend to be far greater than 50 percent, while the 
average p-values out of the T-test procedure support the contention that these 
variables do not exert a statistically significant influence on the perceptions of 
employees on the retrenchment processes of the company. 
 
In conclusion, it is evident that the perceptions of the majority of the employees 
understand that the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in an Eastern 
Cape motor manufacturing company are in line with the best practices and are 
compliant with the legislative framework. 
 
5.5.2 THE RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The recommendations are based on the results discussed in the empirical study and 
literature reviewed.  
The results on the dimensions, information relevance, preferential treatment and 
rehiring indicated that the respondents were uncertain about relevance of information 
to be disclosed and preferential treatment and there also seemed to be no strong 
indication from the respondents that the employer assists retrenched employees in 
claiming UIF benefits. Subsequent to these findings, the researcher recommends 
that the employer should create awareness on these aspects and educate 
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employees on the importance of these dimensions whenever the company 
contemplates dismissing employees for reasons based on operational requirements.  
 
5.5.3 SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
Further empirical studies should be conducted in other motor manufacturing 
companies in the country to determine how big the gap is between employee 
understanding of the retrenchment processes and procedures applied in their 
companies and the best practice. When the gap is established, training should be 
provided to close the gap and adequate measures should be put in place to improve 
understanding and knowledge of retrenchment processes and procedures applied in 
general. 
 
 
5.6 CONCLUSION 
 
From the study it can be concluded that while the Eastern Cape motor manufacturing 
company is compliant, it could improve on employee understanding of dismissal for 
operational requirements by taking into account the factors that were highlighted in 
this study. These are items that were found in Chapter Four and were shown to be 
neutral and below the average mean, and also items that were shown to have 
significant differences between different variables under study. In order for the 
retrenchment processes and procedures to be effective and efficiently applied, 
management must conduct a fair and proper retrenchment process, consult all the 
relevant stakeholders, use fair selection criteria and disclose all the relevant 
information required to facilitate the retrenchment process. This study revealed that 
retrenchment, in its entirety, should be managed in a sensible manner.    
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APPENDIX A: THE QUESTIONNAIRE COVERING LETTER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Respondent  
 
I am a post-graduate student studying towards my MBA (Masters in Business 
Administration) at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University Business School. 
The topic of my research project involves the retrenchment processes and 
procedures in an Eastern Cape motor manufacturing company. I believe that this 
study would make a contribution to establishing whether your company 
retrenchment policies and procedures comply with the legislative framework. The 
empirical results of the study will be made available to the participants on request. 
 
I guarantee the confidentiality and anonymity of all participants. You also have the 
right not to participate in this study should you feel that your confidentiality and 
anonymity would be compromised. 
 
You are part of our selected sample of respondents whose views we seek on the 
above-mentioned matter. I would therefore appreciate it if you could answer a few 
questions in this regard, which should not take more than twenty minutes of your 
time. Please note that the information gathered will not be used against your 
company in any way and that all your responses will be strictly confidential. Please 
return the completed questionnaire by the 31st July 2012. I thank you in advance for 
your highly appreciated contribution towards this study. 
 
 
Thank you very much.  
 
Mazantsana VL (Extension - 2584) 
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APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
TOPIC: The retrenchment processes and procedures in an Eastern Cape motor 
manufacturing company.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS: There are no correct or incorrect answers. Please answer the 
questions as accurately as possible. For each statement, tick the number which best 
describes your experience. For example, if you strongly agree with the statement, 
tick the number 5. If you strongly disagree with the statement, tick the number 1. 
Tick only one answer for each statement, but answer ALL QUESTIONS please. 
 
 
 
 
SECTION A – DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
 
Please supply the following information by marking with “X” in the appropriate 
box. 
 
1. Gender 
 
Female  
Male  
 
2. Race 
 
Asian  
African  
Coloured  
White  
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3. Age in years 
 
20 – 29 years   
30 – 39 years  
40 – 49 years  
50 – 59 years  
60 + years  
 
4. Highest qualification 
 
Matric  
Matric plus Studying towards Degree/Diploma   
Trade qualifications  
Degree/Diploma (3 year qualification)  
Post Graduate qualifications (Btech, Honours, Masters)  
 
5. How long have you been employed at your company? 
 
0 – 5 years  
6 – 10 years   
11 – 15 years  
16 – 20 years  
21 – 25 years  
26+ years  
 
6. What is your band/skill level? 
 
Skill level (2-5)  
Band 6  
Band 5  
Band 4  
Band 3/2  
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SECTION B 
 
Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following 
statements by marking “X” on the number that best represents your opinion. 
 
 
B1. CONDUCTING A FAIR AND PROPER RETRENCHMENT PROCESS 
 
1. My employer uses retrenchment to disguise/cover dismissal for misconduct. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. The company selects those employees who they think are poor performers. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. At my employer, when retrenchment is implemented, it is completed in a short 
time. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
B2. PARTIES TO BE CONSULTED 
 
1. My employer consults with all relevant stakeholders when it contemplates 
dismissing employees for operational requirements. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
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2. NUMSA is entitled to consult on behalf of all employees, even those falling 
outside the bargaining unit for which the union is recognised. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. The Staff Committee is entitled to consult on behalf of all monthly paid 
employees. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
4. When my employer contemplates retrenchment of a fixed-term employee, it 
has an obligation to consult. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
5. Should a deadlock be reached with the Union, management should consult 
with individual employees. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
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B3. THE CONSULTING PROCESS 
1. My employer engages in a meaningful joint consensus-seeking process with 
the relevant stakeholders. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
2. The Union is in a position to challenge/dispute the merits of the proposal to 
retrench. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. A voluntary severance retrenchment package is offered to employees as an 
alternative to forced retrenchment.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
4. To avoid retrenchment, employees are willing to accept temporary lay-offs.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
5. Employees who have attained normal retirement age at the date of the 
proposed retrenchment may be retired in terms of the rules of the Retirement 
fund. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
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6. The implementation of short-time is an acceptable alternative to retrenchment. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
7. My employer is obliged to facilitate inter-departmental transfers. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
8. My employer is obliged to change the timing of retrenchment when a good 
reason is provided for doing so. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
9. My employer is required to actively seek alternative work for retrenched 
employees. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
10.  The amount of retrenchment severance pay is linked to the length of service. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
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11.  Employees who unreasonably refuse offers of alternative employment are 
entitled to severance pay. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
B4. SELECTION CRITERIA 
 
1. My employer chooses employees for retrenchment on the basis of their union 
membership. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. My employer chooses employees for retrenchment on the basis of their 
pregnancy. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. Generally acceptable selection criteria for retrenchment are based on length 
of service, skills and qualifications. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
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4. The most commonly employed selection a criterion is that of „last in first out‟, 
often referred to as „LIFO‟. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
B5. DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
 
1. My employer keeps all relevant stakeholders informed of the facts that have 
led the company to conclude that retrenchment is necessary. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. The provision of relevant information is aimed at placing the union in a 
position to make informed representations.   
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. Relevance is measured against the intended purposes for which the 
information is requested. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
4. My employer discloses information that is legally privileged. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
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5. My employer discloses confidential and private personal information. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
 
B6. PREFERENTIAL REHIRING 
 
 
1. My employer has a policy to rehire retrenched employees. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. My employer rehires retrenched employees selectively. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. My employer is obliged to offer retrenched employees special training to 
enable them to become capable of fulfilling the tasks of new vacancies.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
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B7. AFTERCARE 
 
 
1. My employer assists retrenched employees in claiming UIF benefits. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. My employer assists retrenched employees in the search for an alternative 
employment. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. My employer provides a counselling service to assist retrenched employees to 
come to terms with their change in circumstances. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
4. Retrenched employees are issued with a certificate of service. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
 
Thank you very much for your participation. 
 
